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GALILEO COLT TOPS RECORD BOOK 1
By Emma Berry and Kelsey Riley 
   Wednesday=s top-end trade at Tattersalls October
may have been dominated by Darley-sired yearlings, but
the reigning champion sire Galileo (Ire) was back in his
familiar spot at the head of the table on the final day of
Book 1 when a half-brother to G1 King George & Queen
Elizabeth S. winner Harbinger (GB) (Dansili {GB}) joined
Ballydoyle=s team of potential future Classic winners

after being sold to John
Magnier for 2.6 million
guineas.
   The somewhat faltering
start to the three-day Book 1
Sale was quickly corrected
during the second session,
with the final day of trade
more than making up for any
early market hesitancy with
records being smashed
across the board.
Wednesday=s record
turnover for a single yearling
session in Europe was
swiftly beaten when
30,159,000gns was put
through the till on Thursday.
This led to a record
aggregate for any European

sale, with the final figure of 79,274,000gns being up
13% on Book 1 turnover for 2013.
   Tattersalls Chairman Edmond Mahony reflected on
the Aremarkable returns@ posted by Tattersalls=
record-breaking flagship sale, which included 38
yearlings sold for 500,000gns or above--up from 22 in
2013.

   AA significantly smaller catalogue has produced
unprecedented turnover of nearly 80 million guineas,
new highs for average and median and extraordinary
competition for yearlings of outstanding quality
throughout the sale.@
   AThe key to the consistent success of the sale can be
seen on the cover of the catalogue. Derby winner
Australia (GB) and 2,000 Guineas winner Night Of
Thunder (Ire) were both bought at Book 1 of the
October Yearling Sale two years ago and the buyers
here this week have been enticed by the very real
prospect of finding future Classic winners or champions
amongst the magnificent yearlings that the consignors
bring to Book 1 year after year. All week the buyers
have remarked on the quality of the yearlings on offer
and not only are we enormously grateful to our vendors
for sending the cream of the European yearling crop to
Tattersalls, we are also delighted that their collective
confidence in Europe=s premier yearling sale has been
so richly rewarded.@
   The jaw-dropping level of activity during Thursday
brought about a median of 190,000gns--up a
staggering 58% on the same session last year--while
overall the median settled at 150,000gns, a gain of
15%. Similarly, the final day average was up by 56%
to 284,519gns with the overall sale average being
235,935gns, a rise of 14%. The average and median
overall as well as for the third session were records.
With 336 of the 414 lots offered changing hands, the
sale=s clearance rate was 81%. Cont. p3

The sale-topping Galileo colt
Tattersalls

TATTERSALLS OCTOBER YEARLINGS

 CUMULATIVE TOTALS 2014 2013
 Catalogued 472 513
 No. Offered 414 450
 No. Sold 336 339
 RNAs 78 111
 % RNAs 18.8% 24.7%
 No. 500K+ 38 22
 High Price 2,600,000gns 5,000,000gns
 Gross 79,274,000gns 70,343,000gns
 Average (% change) 235,935gns (+13.7%) 207,501gns
 Median (% change) 150,000gns (+15.4%) 130,000gns
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EST Race Click for TV
8:50a Prix Eclipse-G3, STC ---------------------- ---------

Overseas Joy

The first progeny of Kitten’s Joy to be offered in Ireland
was well received at the Goffs Orby sale when a colt by the
Ramsey Farm stalwart fetched €300,000 from Fiona Craig.
That produce was consigned to the sale by Ted Voute, and
the veteran horseman was back at it Thursday at Tattersalls.
On behalf of the Ramseys, the Voute-consigned hip 361, a
full-brother to MSP Spooky Kitten was hammered down to
Prince Faisal’s Nawara Stud Co. for 390,000gns (about
US$660,158). Voute noted that he began talks with the
Ramseys in February about bringing some progeny of their
star sire across the Atlantic to sell. "We went to pick them
out in the spring," added Voute, noting that they opted to
sell one in Orby and one in Tattersalls so as to avoid
competition. "The idea is to get the sire out into Europe.
Hopefully this has been successful and could be repeated!"
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Spring Festivals Roll On Down Under

Five important Group 1 races and an interesting short-track Group 2 event are
scheduled for tomorrow at Caulfield Racecourse in Melbourne and at Royal
Randwick in Sydney. With a little more than two weeks remaining to the G1 Cox
Plate, several of the chief protagonists line up in the G1 Caulfield S. over the Cox
Plate distance of 2000 meters. Sacred Falls (NZ) (O’Reilly {NZ}) heads the ante-
post markets, but he’ll face a stiff challenge from the import Foreteller (GB)
(Dansili {GB}) and world traveler Side Glance (GB) (Passing Glance {GB}).
Sophomores get their turn in the sun in the G1 Caulfield Guineas and G1
Schweppes Thousand Guineas, while Rubick (Aus) (Encosta de Lago {Aus}), our
first TDN Rising Star from Australia, makes a much-anticipated return to action in
a loaded renewal of the G2 Schillaci S.
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TATTERSALLS OCTOBER YEARLING SALE
THURSDAY’S TOP 11 LOTS

Lot Sex Sire Dam Price (gns)
442 colt Galileo (Ire) Penang Pearl (Fr) 2,600,000

B-Mrs A.K.H. Ooi
Consigned by Ashbrittle Stud
Purchased by M.V. Magnier

318 filly Galileo (Ire) Gwynn (Ire) 1,250,000
B-Lynch Bages Ltd

Consigned by Camas Park Stud, Ireland
Purchased by J Delahooke, agent for Bobby Flay

398 colt Street Cry (Ire) Meeznah 1,000,000
B-Rabbah Bloodstock Ltd

Consigned by Hillwood Stud
Purchased by John Ferguson Bloodstock

331 filly War Front Icon Project 950,000
B-Andrew Rosen

Consigned by Watership Down Stud
Purchased by John Ferguson Bloodstock

327 colt Galileo (Ire) Hveger (Aus) 750,000
B-Hveger Syndicate

Consigned by Camas Park Stud, Ireland
Purchased by M.V. Magnier

404 filly Dubawi (Ire) Misheer (GB) 750,000
B-Rabbah Bloodstock Ltd

Consigned by Highclere Stud
Purchased by John Ferguson Bloodstock

444 filly Poet’s Voice (GB) Perfect Spirit (Ire) 700,000
B-Mildmay Bloodstock Ltd

Consigned by Jamie Railton (agent)
Purchased by Al Shaqab Racing

326 colt Montjeu (Ire) Honorlina (Fr) 675,000
B-Newsells Park Stud

Consigned by Newsells Park Stud Ltd
Purchased by M.V. Magnier

459 colt Montjeu (Ire) Polly’s Mark (Ire) 650,000
B-The Kathryn Stud

Consigned by Bumble Mitchell
Purchased by Sir Mark Prescott Bt

343 filly Galileo (Ire) Jacqueline Quest (Ire) 625,000
B-Triermore Stud

Consigned by New England Stud
Purchased by M.V. Magnier

435 filly Sea the Stars (Ire) Our Queen of Kings (GB) 600,000
(320,000gns wnlg ‘13 TATDEC)

B-Sunderland Holdings & Newsells Park Stud
Consigned by Watership Down Stud

Purchased by Bertrand Le Metayer Bloodstock

Sponsored by GEORGE HILLS
Neuman Insurance Group

US Mob: +1 859 229 9095 • UK Mob: +44 (0) 7979 750 421
george@equineinsurance.com

S E S S I O N   T O P P E R S

J Watch Out for “TDN  Rising Stars”  J 
Stars of tomorrow grabbing the spotlight today...
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The King Reclaims His Throne...
   The bidding for the blue-blooded colt was one of the
more farcical moments witnessed in a sales ring, with
auctioneer Simon Kerins initially struggling to find an
opening bid for lot 442. Dropping to the sale=s minimum
of 5,000gns, Eddie O=Leary finally put up his hand, and
once the bidding got into six figures it wasn=t long
before the colt=s price soared way beyond the
million-mark. Bidders left standing in that dizzying
environment were John Warren, who cried enough at
2.4 million, leaving Magnier to have his way.
   Bred by Nick and Anita Ooi at James Rowsell=s
Ashbrittle Stud on the borders of Devon and Somerset,
the colt was the lone offering by Ashbrittle at Book 1.
He emanates from the same paddocks as last year=s G1
Investec Oaks winner Talent (GB) (New Approach {Ire}),
whom Rowsell bred in partnership with Mark Dixon.
   AThis is a lovely result for the stud, he was a lovely
horse and it=s pretty special to be the top lot here,@ said

Rowsell.
   Nick Ooi, a native of
Malaysia, has lived in
Darnemouth, England
for 30 years, and does
business in property and
jewelry in Malaysia. Ooi
purchased the colt=s
dam, Penang Pearl (Fr)
(Bering {GB}), as a 2-
year-old and raced her,
the highlight of that
career being the Listed

October S. at Ascot. The now 18-year-old Penang Pearl
had produced four winners over jumps by the time
Harbinger came along, and Ooi noted the success of
that champion allowed him to breed his mare to Galileo.
Penang Pearl produced a Galileo colt this year, and is
back in foal to that champion sire.

   John Magnier=s son, M V Magnier, signed for nine
yearlings for 6,885,000gns over the three days of Book
1 to be second leading buyer, and he noted after
signing the ticket on the topper, AHe=s a very nice
horse. He=s a half-brother to an exceptional horse and
he=s by an exceptional sire. He=s a very good mover,
very attractive.@ 
   Asked how far he expected to have to go for the
colt, Magnier added, AThe sale has been very strong,
and he=s by Galileo and a half-brother to a champion.
He deserves to make that kind of money.@
   Remarking on the lackluster start to the bidding,
Magnier said, AThat was a bit of a surprise!@
   Ginny Whales, who has looked after the Galileo colt
at Ashbrittle and led him through the ring, was nearly
speechless back at the barn after the sale.
   AWhen the bidding opened at 5,000gns, I just wanted
the ground to open up," she laughed. "When it stuck
again at 60,000gns, I thought the boss was bound to
sack me--how could we have got it so wrong! I am just
delighted and amazed at the price." 
   Galileo was Book 1's leading sire, with 22 sold for
12,710,000gns, at an average of 577,727gns. He
outdid his younger half-brother Sea the Stars (Ire), who
checked in second with 24 sold for 7,125,000gns and
an average at 296,875gns. Dubawi (Ire) was the
leading sire by average, with 10 sold for 6,545,000 and
an average of 654,500.

                                                               

Lot 442
Tattersalls

Want your event listed on the
TDN Industry Calendar,
found on our website?

Click here
to email us with the details.
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TATTERSALLS OCTOBER YEARLINGS
 SESSION TOTALS 2014 2013
 Catalogued 157 171
 No. Offered 129 147
 No. Sold 106 105
 RNAs 23 42
 % RNAs 17.8% 28.6%
 No. 500K+ 18 5
 High Price 2,600,000gns 850,000gns
 Gross 30,159,000gns 19,108,000gns
 Average (% change) 284,519gns (+56.3%) 181,981gns
 Median (% change) 190,000gns (+58.3%) 120,000gns
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Tattersalls cont.

A Galileo Filly Pour Flay...
   It took just two lots into trade to get the atmosphere
buzzing during Book 1's third and final session
yesterday, and that happened when lot 318, a Galileo

(Ire) three-quarter
sister to 
G1 Investec Derby
hero Pour Moi (Ire)
from Camas Park
Stud stepped into
the ring. Auctioneer
Ollie Fowlston
asked for an
opening bid of 1.5
million guineas on
the blaze-faced bay,
but in the end
settled for a half-
million. Agent Ed

Sackville and John Magnier were involved in the action,
but in the end it came down to James Delahooke, who
succeeded at 1.25 million guineas on behalf of
American celebrity chef Bobby Flay.
   In addition to the Derby winner, the filly=s siblings
also include multiple group winner and Classic-placed
Gagnoa (Ire) (Sadler=s Wells) and the stakes-winning
Kissed (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}). It is also a family that has
been much sought after in sales rings in recent years.
Another full-sister to this filly, Sparkle Plenty (Ire), was
a i650,000 purchase at last year=s Paulyn Dispersal at
Goffs November, and that filly had been picked up by
Badgers Bloodstock for 800,000gns at this sale two
years earlier. Kissed cost John Magnier 900,000gns
here in 2010.
   AShe was my pick of the sale,@ Delahooke revealed of
the latest high-priced transaction for the family. AWe
tried to buy a Bernardini filly in Keeneland and I was
beaten by John Ferguson, and this is the nicest filly I=ve
seen since. The page speaks for itself and she=s just a
gorgeous filly. She ticked all the boxes.@
   Flay has been busy as both a buyer and seller at sales
on both sides of the Atlantic recently. The New Yorker
sold a pair of fillies for $1 million and $1.1 million at
Keeneland September, and Delahooke noted he=d been
involved with those youngster=s dams, Super Espresso
and Countess Lemonade.
   AThey=re both the first foals out of mares I bought for
him,@ the agent explained. AOne was bought as a
yearling and he raced and the other he bought here in
the December sales, and both their first foals paid for
their mothers. It=s very satisfactory.@  
   Delahooke noted of Flay=s newest acquisition, AI
suspect he=ll race her in Europe, but he hasn=t decided
whose going to train her yet.@

                                                               

Lot 318
Tattersalls

Click here to access TDN Sales PPs
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Ferguson Scores a Street Cry...
   Sheikh Mohammed=s bloodstock advisor John
Ferguson has been busy scooping up blue-blooded colts
by Darley sires all week, and when an opportunity arose
to snap up a son of Street Cry (Ire) out of a multiple
group-winning mare, Ferguson swooped, seeing off

representatives of Al
Shaqab Racing to add
him to the collection for
a cool 1-million guineas. 
   Darley was dealt a
cruel blow when Street
Cry died as the result of
an undiagnosed
neurological condition at
its Kelvinside Farm in
Australia last month,
and thus this bay (lot

398) from his third to last Northern Hemisphere crop.
He is the first foal out of Meeznah (Dynaformer), who
crossed the wire second to Snow Fairy (Ire) (Intikhab) in
the 2010 G1 Investec Oaks prior to being disqualified
due to a positive drug test. Meeznah went on to win
the G3 Lillie Langtry S. and G2 Park Hill S. in the colors
of Dubai businessmen Saif Ali and Saeed Al Thayer,
and Ferguson noted that association had caused his
team to follow Meeznah closely.
   ABecause they=re friends, we followed her so closely,
and they bred her to Street Cry and they=ve bred the
most unbelievable specimen,@ he noted. 

   AHe has everything about him that she had. She had
the most amazing temperament, and being by
Dynaformer, it=s just to have a mare with such a good
temperament. Just seeing this horse walk around here
reminded you so much of her, but also he has so much
of Street Cry. We=re just delighted to get him.@
   Charlie and Tracy Vigors= Hillwood Stud offered the
colt, and enjoyed its biggest consigning success as a
result.
   AThat=s our best result by some way,@ said Charlie
Vigors, who has offered five yearlings during Book 1
and has another 22 catalogued for Book 2 and nine for
Book 3.
   AHe=s just been a wonderfully straightforward horse
to deal with right the way through. The bidding turned
into a battle between Darley and Al Shaqab Racing--
there=s always the possibility that could happen but you
never really know. It=s very exciting to sell him so well
and it=s a tribute to Tracy and the great team at home
for all the work they=ve done.@
   Ferguson signed for six of the 10 Book 1 Dubawi (Ire)
yearlings, and he showed no sign of backing down
midway through the day yesterday, adding a chestnut
colt out of Model Queen (Kingmambo) for 750,000gns.
Consigned by Highclere Stud, the March foal is a half to
G1 Betfred Sprint Cup winner Regal Parade (GB)
(Pivotal {GB}), G3 Acomb S. winner Entifaadha (GB)
(Dansili {GB}) and two other stakes-placed winners. 
   Ferguson ended Book 1 as the leading buyer by a
wide margin, with 38 bought for 17,465,000gns.

John Ferguson
Tattersalls
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Tattersalls cont.

Ferguson Goes to War...
   Claiborne=s War Front has proven popular at sales
internationally this year, with his 2014 sales average
running at almost $540,000, and thus his lone
representative in the Tattersalls October Yearling sale
was likely to be sought after. That certainly proved to
be the case, with John Ferguson outlasting Alex Solis
and Jason Litt for a daughter of GI Personal Ensign S.
winner Icon Project (Empire Maker) at 950,000gns.
   Bred by Andrew Rosen and consigned by Watership
Down Stud, lot 331 is the second foal out of Icon
Project. The mare was expatriated to England after
producing a Speightstown colt in 2012, with this being
her first British-bred progeny. Watership Down=s Simon
Marsh noted Icon Project produced a Frankel (GB) foal
this year, and is back in foal to Dubawi (Ire).
   War Front has long proven his worth as a sire of top-
class colts in Europe, in particular Declaration of War

and War Command, but
another notch was
added to his belt when
the British-based Peace
and War shipped to
Keeneland to take the
GI Darley Alcibiades S.
last weekend.
   Marsh remarked of
the sale, AWe=re
delighted. She=s a really
nice filly, and she had
the rare distinction of
being out of a Group 1

who is out of a Group 1 winner, and she was the only
one in the catalogue like that, so she was always going
to be very well sought after by breeders. War Front is
doing fantastically well, and it was extremely timely
that the filly won at Keeneland the other day. We=re
absolutely delighted with the sale.@
   Ferguson said she had Athe best page in the book.@     
AAt the end of the day, when you=re buying fillies like
that, you know you=ve got them for more than a racing
career, you have them for a breeding career as well,@
Sheikh Mohammed=s bloodstock advisor added. AWhen
you buy colts, fine, you can hit the jackpot, but the
chances are you=re only going to hit the jackpot every
now and again, whereas with fillies like that, you know
you=re going to breed from her, and that should be part
of the equation. There are so few fillies like her.
Everything about her was right.@

                                                               

Lot 331
Tattersalls
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Magnier Records a Double...
   When a Montjeu (Ire) colt is followed through the ring
by a Galileo (Ire) colt it=s a pretty safe bet that any
would-be purchasers will find themselves bidding
against John Magnier, who is now the owner of lots
326 and 327, having been pushed to 675,000gns and
750,000gns, respectively.
   The former, a Newsells Park Stud-bred son of
Montjeu out of Honorlina (Fr) (Linamix {Fr}), represents
the former Jean-Luc Lagardere family that includes
Classic winner Vahorimix (Fr) and GI Bredeers= Cup Mile
winner Val Royal (Fr).
   AThe second-last colt in the sale by Montjeu, the
Derby sire,@ was auctioneer Ollie Fowlston=s exhortation
as the colt from the final crop of the late Coolmore
stallion paraded in front of him. But, having raced two
of Montjeu=s four Derby winners--Pour Moi (Ire) and
Camelot (Ire)--Magnier needed no such reminder to bat
away challenges from Jamie McCalmont, Alex Solis
and, finally, Ibrahim Araci.
   Magnier and team, including his son M V, remained in

their favored position at the top
of the bidders= cage as Camas
Park Stud=s full-brother to
smart juvenile Highland Reel
(Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) entered the
ring. With the G2 Vintage S.
winner having brought
460,000gns in the same ring
last year, it was another good
result for the
hemisphere-crossing Danehill
mare Hveger (Aus), a sister to
multiple Group 1 winner
Elvstroem (Aus), as her current
yearling was finally knocked
down at 750,000gns. Both
John Warren and Jehan
Malherbe, concealed on two
different sets of back stairs,
made spirited bids for the colt
but Coolmore=s success with
the outstanding Australian

family, which includes stallions Haradasun (Aus) and
Starspangledbanner (Aus), meant Magnier would not be
denied.
   AWe=ve had a lot of luck with the family,@ admitted 
M V Magnier. AI was chatting with Aidan and Joseph
[O=Brien] yesterday and they think Highland Reel is a
machine.@

   Just half an hour later, Magnier struck again to buy
lot 343, the first foal out of Jacqueline Quest (Ire)
(Rock Of Gibraltar {Ire}), who was first past the post in
the G1 1000 Guineas of 2010 but subsequently
disqualified in favor of Special Duty (GB) and placed
second. The daughter of Galileo, who fetched
625,000gns, was consigned by New England Stud on
behalf of breeders Bridget and Christopher Hanbury of
Triermore Stud.
   Magnier later in the
session went to
210,000gns to secure a
first-crop son of
Coolmore=s G1 Investec
Derby-winning sire Pour
Moi (lot 391), and that
result provided a
significant pinhooking
result for young Irish agent
Mick Flanagan, who
bought the first foal out of
G3 Park Express S. winner
Marjalina (Ire) (Marju {Ire})
privately for 85,000gns at
last year=s Tattersalls
December foal sale. Four
lots later, Flanagan found
himself in the buyers seat
for Magnier, signing for a
510,000gns Galileo colt on behalf of team Coolmore.
   AHe=s a nice horse--he was always going to bring
plenty,@ said Flanagan, who operates as Townley Hall
Bloodstock and is based in County Meath, Ireland. AHe
was rated very highly by the lads, so they just had to
have him.@ 
   Of his Pour Moi colt, Flanagan added, AI think he was
the best of the Pour Moi=s, to be honest. We went
around and saw them all at the start of the week.@
   Flanagan, who has more pinhooks to send through
the ring next week, said of the market, AIt=s been ok. I
haven=t been buying much--the first day was patchy,
yesterday was strong and today is strong, so overall it=s
a fairly good sale I=d say.@ 

                                                               

Lot 326
Tattersalls

Mick Flanagan
Emma Berry
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Tattersalls cont.

Prescott Prevails for Montjeu...
   This week=s selling witnessed the last yearlings ever
to go through the Tattersalls October ring by the late
great Montjeu (Ire), sire of four Derby winners, and they
were certainly well sought after, with all five selling for
a total of 2.135 million guineas. Coolmore=s
675,000gns acquisition early yesterday marked the

best price for the sire,
but lot 459, a colt out
of the multiple stakes-
winner Polly=s Mark (Ire)
(Mark of Esteem {Ire}),
nearly threatened that
sum when hammering
to Newmarket trainer Sir
Mark Prescott for
650,000gns. Prescott,
who rarely operates at
this level in the sales
ring, declined to name
the colt=s new owner

after outbidding Magnier, but noted it=s someone he=s
trained for before. Prescott noted that his client sent
him to the sales solely for this colt. Being my Montjeu
is Awhat attracted him,@ Prescott noted. AThe order was
to buy him. So if he wins the Derby I can=t say it was
my selection,@ he quipped. AMy job was just to see if
there was anything wrong with horse, but it was the
owner=s selection. I just hope I don=t make a mess of it
now.@

Regal Purchase for Al Shahania...
   A Sea The Stars (Ire) half-sister to G1 Sun Chariot S.
winner Spinning Queen (GB) (Spinning World) (lot 435)
became the third purchase this week for the Al
Shahania operation, which is managed by Bertrand Le
Metayer, the successful bidder at 600,000gns.
With Spinning Queen herself now the dam of the
Rothschild-bred stakes winners Trade Commissioner
(GB) (Montjeu {Ire}) and Gallipot (GB) (Galileo {Ire}), the
filly=s immediate family boasts enough black-type to
make her an enticing broodmare prospect, but she will
race first in either France or England.
   Le Metayer said, AWe=ve been trying on a few Sea
The Stars yearlings without success. We wanted this
one as it=s a lovely family to get into. She=ll go back to
Haras des Cruchettes in Normandy to be broken in
before we decide where she=ll be trained.@
   The filly, who is out of the Arazi mare Our Queen Of
Kings (GB), was pinhooked for a bold 320,000gns at
the December Foal Sale by Charlie Gordon-Watson and
reoffered through Watership Down Stud.

Shamardal for Al Shaqab...
   Al Shaqab Racing may have missed out on the
million-guineas Street Cry (Ire) colt, but gained
compensation a little later when holding sway at
550,000gns for lot 415, a Shamardal half-brother to G1
Poule d=Essai des Pouliches winner Elusive Wave (Ire)
(Elusive City).

   Ross Doyle was the agent charged with the bidding
this time around, but he had to deflect attempts from
Stephen Hillen and Angus Gold to secure the colt. With
his father, Peter, Doyle originally bought Elusive Wave
as a yearling at Goffs for i20,000 before she changed

hands at Arqana=s Arc
Sale for i600,000 at two
and then at Tattersalls=
December Sale for
800,000gns upon her
retirement from racing.
   AIt=s a family we know
well and he=s a very
good-looking son of
Shamrdal,@ said Doyle,
who added that the colt
is more than likely to join
the stable of Richard
Hannon, whose father
trained Elusive Wave to
win the G3 Prix du
Calvados at two. AThe

market=s been incredibly strong, which is great for
sellers, but it has been very difficult to buy.@
   Out of the Rainbow Quest (GB) mare Multicolour
Wave (Ire), the Shamardal colt was offered by his
breeder Pier House Stud.
   Within four lots on Thursday afternoon, Al Shaqab
Racing staked 1,175,000gns on two members of the
first crop of Darley stallion Poet=s Voice (GB), whose
sire Dubawi (Ire) has been so popular at Tattersalls
throughout the week.
   Lot 440, a colt out of Past The Post (Danzig), a
winning sister to multiple group winner Emperor Jones,
was knocked down for 475,000gns, a handsome profit
on the price of 95,000gns paid for him as a foal by
Michael Fitzpatrick of Kilminfoyle House Stud.
Almost overlooked when selling just two lots after the
2.6 million sale-topper, lot 444, named Perfect Voice
(GB) and a three-quarter sister to Group 3 winner
Perfect Tribute (GB) (Dubawi {Ire}), brought a return of
700,000gns for breeder Bridget Drew of Mildmay
Bloodstock Ltd.

Cont. p10
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Tattersalls cont.
   Over the last three days, seven Book 1 yearlings by
Poet=s Voice--who stood for ,12,000 in his first season
at Dalham Hall Stud--have sold for a total of 1.8 million
guineas and an average of 257,143gns.
   Al Shaqab Racing=s Sheikh Joaan Al Thani, who
arrived at Tattersalls on Thursday, enjoyed some terrific
results on the track last weekend led by dual G1 Prix de
l=Arc de Triomphe winner Treve (Fr) and augmented by
the G1 Prix de le Foret victory of Olympic Glory (Ire)
and Osaila=s (Ire) valuable triumph in the Tattersalls
Millions 2YO Fillies Trophy at Newmarket. The extent
of his operation=s purchases at Tattersalls this week is
unclear, as he appears to have engaged a number of
different agents to act on behalf of Al Shaqab.

                                                               
Dream Result For Cumani...
   Having sold Cosmodrome=s Dubawi colt (lot 241) for
725,000gns Wednesday, Luca and Sara Cumani=s
Fittocks Stud, which consigns through Highclere Stud,
enjoyed another good result during the final session
when selling an Oasis Dream (GB) filly out of Lady Of
Everest (Ire) (Montjeu {Ire}) (lot 367) for 500,000gns to
Saleh Al Homaizi and Imad Al Sagar.
   Since the catalogue was printed, Lady Of Everest=s
first two foals, Got To Dream (GB) (Duke Of Marmalade
{Ire}) and Lady Of Dubai (GB) (Dubawi {Ire}) have both
become winners. The latter, trained by Cumani, scored
easily in a Newmarket maiden Sept. 20 and could now
head to the Listed Montrose S. She will be joined at
Bedford House Stables by her younger half-sister as Al
Homaizi and Al Sagar have decided that their new
purchase will go into training with her breeder.
   AShe=s a lovely individual and we=re very happy to
have her,@ said Al Homaizi, who has also sold seven
yearlings from the partners= Blue Diamond Stud through
Book 1. AShe=ll make a really nice breeding prospect for
the farm in the future.@
 

Oakgrove Strikes Big With Sole Offering...
   John Deer=s Oakgrove Stud offered just one yearling
this week at Tattersalls, but it was well worth the long
trip to Newmarket from Wales as the homebred Dubawi
(Ire) colt, catalogued as lot 380, fetched 500,000gns.
His dam Longing To Dance (GB) (Danehill Dancer {Ire})
has already produced a Group 3 and listed winner, the
3-year-old Be My Gal (GB) (Galileo {Ire}) who is trained
for Deer by Roger Charlton, while the mare=s Oasis
Dream (GB) 2-year-old Foreign Diplomat (GB) has had
two placed starts this season for William Haggas.

   Nine Dubawi yearlings have been sold during Book 1
to either Sheikh Mohammed or his subsidiary operation,
Rabbah, for a total of 6,045,000gns, and this
April-foaled colt was one on John Ferguson=s list for the
Sheikh himself.
   Oakgrove was the birthplace of another Dubawi colt,
Al Kazeem (GB), whose three Group 1 wins in 2013
saw him purchased to stand at the Royal Studs at
Sandringham. Poor fertility prompted his return to the
training ranks this season, but he will eventually retire
to the Chepstow farm where he was raised.

Another >Joy=-ful Transaction for Voute...
   Ted Voute=s Voute Sales sold the first-ever Kitten=s
Joy yearling in Britain or Ireland when selling a colt to
Fiona Shaw for i300,000
at Goffs Orby last week.
That agency enjoyed
another score with that
U.S.-based sire when
receiving 390,000gns for
lot 361, a blaze-faced
chestnut who is a full-
brother to Spooky Kitten,
who was placed in all three
Canadian fillies= Classics in
2011, from Prince Faisal=s
Nawara Stud Co.
   Both Kitten=s Joy colts
were bred in Kentucky by
Ken and Sarah Ramsey,
and Voute noted that he
began talks with the
Ramseys in February about
bringing some progeny of
their star sire across the
Atlantic to sell. 
   AWe went to pick them out in the spring,@ added
Voute, noting that they opted to sell one in Orby and
one in Tattersalls so as to avoid competition. "The idea
is to get the sire out into Europe. Hopefully this has
been successful and could be repeated!"
   Shadwell was the underbidder on the colt, who is out
of La Coruna (Thunder Gulch), a half-sister to multiple
Grade III winner Eye of Taurus (Aldebaran). The third
dam, Misinskie, produced three stakes winners in
Europe.

Cont. p11

Ted Voute
Emma Berry
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Tattersalls cont.

   Voute enjoyed his highest price of Book 1 late in
yesterday=s session
when Kieran McManus
prevailed at 500,000gns
for lot 436, a Sea the
Stars (Ire) half-sister to
G1 Investec Derby
winner Motivator (GB)
(Montjeu {Ire}). Out of
the stakes-winning
Gone West mare Out
West, the May foal is
also a half to 
G2 Hardwicke S. winner
Macarthur (Ire) (Montjeu

{Ire}) and stakes winner Imperial Star (Ire) (Fantastic
Light).
   AShe was on a lot of good lists and it=s a great team
that bought her,@ Voute noted. AIt=s not often you get
sisters to Derby winners by Sea the Stars. It was quite
nice to be entrusted by [breeder] Deerfield Farm, Mr
Foustak. It=s always nice to have quality stock on the
farm.@
   The Sea the Stars filly outdid her year elder full-
brother, who realized 400,000gns in this ring last year
to Al Shaqab Racing. Out West was bred to Newsells=
stallion Nathaniel (Ire) this year.

                                                               

Chairman Concludes...
   Mahony was particularly pleased with the broad
appeal of Book 1.
   "The depth to the trade, especially on days two and
three, has been extraordinary and reflects the global
demand for the best bloodstock that Europe has to
offer. The quality of the stallions currently standing in
Britain and Ireland has arguably never been higher and
buyers from throughout the world are recognizing this
in ever increasing numbers. The influence of our regular
and hugely valued buyers from the Gulf region has been
truly immense this week, and to have so many of the
principals in attendance from start to finish is a crucial
part of the sale=s success. Longstanding clients from
America, Australia, Hong Kong, Japan, Kuwait, New
Zealand, South Africa and Turkey have all been active,
but new faces, particularly from America, China and
Hong Kong, have added a new dimension and made a
major contribution to a sale which has seen the record
books completely rewritten.@
   AAs well as the highest price in the world for an
auction yearling for the third consecutive year, we have
sold more seven-figure yearlings than ever before at
this sale, a record number for 500,000gns or more and
new highs across the board for the fourth year in a
row. The 2014 Tattersalls sales season has made a
spectacular start and we now look forward to
sustaining the momentum at Books 2 and 3 of the
October Yearling Sale next week."

Hip Sex Sire Dam Price (gns)
319 colt Kyllachy (GB) Gyspy Carnival (GB) 200,000

B-L.A.C. Ashby Newhall Estate Farm
Consigned by Pier House Stud Ireland
Purchased by J. Warren Bloodstock

   By a stallion who stood for a £10,000 fee in 2012, the full-sibling to
listed winner Mabait (GB) was offered as a foal at Tattersalls last
December and was snapped up by Pier House Stud for a reasonable
70,000gns. Returned to the Tattersalls’ ring yesterday, the colt realized
over 2X the original purchase price.

361 colt Kitten’s Joy La Coruna 390,000
B-Ken & Sarah Ramsey

Consigned by Voute Sales Ltd (agent)
Purchased by Nawara Stud Company

See p10

375 colt Sea the Stars (Ire) Lidakiya (Ire) 500,000
B-Forenaghts Stud

Consigned by Lynn Lodge Stud, Ireland
Purchased by Rabbah Bloodstock 

   An Apr. 13 foal, the bay is a half-brother to multiple Group 1-winner
Linngari (Ire) (Indian Ridge {GB}), who earned over £1.4 million on the
racetrack. Lynn Lodge Stud stepped in to secure the colt for €150,000 at
last fall’s Goffs November sale and turned a nifty profit for connections
here.

391 colt Pour Moi Marjalina (Ire) 210,000
B-Kenilworth House Stud

Consigned by Baroda & Colbinstown Studs, Ireland
Purchased by M.V. Magnier

See p8

414 colt Zoffany Mount Crystal (Ire) 475,000
B-The Pocock Family

Consigned by Camas Park Stud, Ireland
Purchased by J. Warren Bloodstock

   Out of the lightly raced Mount Crystal, the Jan. 31 foal is a grandson of
Group 3-winner and Group 1-placed State Crystal (Ire) (High Estate),
who is a half-sister to Group 1-scorer Crystal Music (Nureyev). A
yearling by Dubawi (Ire) out of Crystal Music realized 1.6 million gns
during Wednesday’s session. By Zoffany, who stood for a modest
€7,500 in 2012, the colt was picked up by Camas Park Stud for a
respectable sum of 130,000gns at the 2013 Tattersalls December sale.
Catching the eye of top judge John Warren Thursday, the yearling
represented a significant pinhook success for his connections.

435 filly Sea the Stars (Ire) Our Queen of Kings 600,000
B-Sunderland Holdings & Newsells Park Stud

Consigned by Watership Down Stud
Purchased by Bertrand Le Metayer Bloodstock

See p9

Nothing But Net cont. p12
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Nothing But Net cont.

440 colt Poet’s Voice Past the Post 475,000
B-New England, Myriad, & Mount Coote

Consigned by Kilminfoyle House Stud, Ireland (agent)
Purchased by Al Shaqab Racing

See p9

454 filly Iffraaj (GB) Pitrizza (Ire) 300,000
B-Patrick F. Kelly

Consigned by Houghton Bloodstock
Purchased by Rabbah Bloodstock 

   Iffraaj, who stood for €10,000 in 2012-13, enjoyed a surge in fortunes,
largely through the on-track exploits of last season’s GI Breeders’ Cup
Juvenile Fillies Turf heroine Chriselliam (Ire) and this spring’s 
G1 Coronation S. victress Rizeena (Ire). Jumping in at just the right
moment to secure a daughter by the up-and-coming sire, Peter and
Ross Doyle landed the filly for 70,000gns at Tattersalls last December
and continued to ride the wave when reeling in a significant profit on
their original investment. Standing at Darley, Iffraaj stood for €25,000 in
2014.

Thursday, Saint-Cloud, France
PRIX THOMAS BRYON-G3, i80,000, STC, 10-9, 2yo,
8fT, 1:44.28, sf.
1--#@ALEA IACTA (GB), 120, f, 2, by Invincible Spirit (Ire)

1st Dam: Almiranta (GB), by Galileo (Ire)
2nd Dam: Alvarita (GB), by Selkirk
3rd Dam: Alborada (GB), by Alzao

   O/B-Kirsten Rausing (GB); T-Andre Fabre; J-Maxime
   Guyon. i40,000. Lifetime Record: 2 starts, 2 wins,
   i52,000. Werk Nick Rating: A. Click for the 
   eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.
2--Alpha Bravo (GB), 123, c, 2, Oasis Dream (GB)--Kilo
   Alpha (GB), by King=s Best. O-Khalid Abdullah;
   B-Juddmonte Farms Ltd (GB); T-Criquette
   Head-Maarek. i16,000.
3--Karaktar (Ire), 123, c, 2, High Chaparral (Ire)--
   Karawana (Ire), by King=s Best. O-H H The Aga Khan;
   B-H H The Aga Khan=s Studs SC (Ire); T-Alain de
   Royer-Dupre. i16,000.
Margins: 6, 3/4, 8. Odds: 1.50, 2.70, 1.40.
Also Ran: Gomati (GB).
Click for the Racing Post result. Equidia VIDEO.

Prix Thomas Byron cont.
   Green but full of talent when making all on debut at
Longchamp at the start of last month, Alea Iacta earned
a supplementary entry to this first major test against
the colts and duly mastered them as her rider=s tactical
foresight came into force. Settled third initially by
Maxime Guyon, the Kirsten Rausing homebred was
taken over to the stands= side at the top of the stretch
to race alone with the trio of colts led by Gomati (GB)
(Oasis Dream {GB}) while saving ground against the far
rail. It was a daring maneuver, but by the furlong pole
the bay was safely clear and she was being eased en
route to an impressive success from Alpha Bravo, who
got the better of the favorite Karaktar in their private
tussle on the far side.

                                                               

Friday, Saint-Cloud, France, post time: 2:50 p.m.
PRIX ECLIPSE-G3, €80,000, 2yo, 6fT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 8 El Valle (Fr) Dobby Road (Fr) Barzalona Dissaux
2 6 Mocklershill (Fr) Siyouni (Fr) C Demuro Chappet
3 7 Royal Spring (Fr) Tamayuz (GB) Thulliez Clement
4 4 Immediate (GB) Oasis Dream (GB) Benoist Smaga
5 9 La Berma (Ire) Lawman (Fr) Lemaire Chappet
6 2 Malicieuse (Ire) Galileo (Ire) Pasquier Pease
7 3 Kenouska (Fr) Kendargent (Fr) Veron Pantall
8 5 Kindly Dismiss (Fr) Excellent Art (GB) Jarnet Pantall
9 1 Souvenir Delondres (Fr) Siyouni (Fr) Guyon Pease
All carry 120 pounds bar El Valle, Mocklershill & Royal Spring, 123.

Sunday, Belmont Park, post time: 4:58 p.m. EDT
ATHENIA S.-GIII, $200,000, 3yo/up, f/m, 1 1/16mT
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Overheard Macho Uno Castellano Pierce 123
2 La Tia City Place Rosario De la cerda 116
3 Embarr Royal Academy Boyce Cooney 120
4 Byrama (GB) K Byron (GB) Velazquez Mott 116
5 Julie's Love (GB) K Ad Valorem Lezcano Motion 118
*6 Teen Pauline Tapit Ortiz Jr Pletcher 123
7 It's My Time (GB) Green Desert Russell Saville 116
8 Nashly's Vow Broken Vow Perez Murray 116
9 Maximova Danehill Dncr (Ire) Franco Clement 116
10 Baffle Me K First Samurai Ortiz Hennig 118
11 Cushion (GB) Galileo (Ire) Velasquez Clement 116
12 Annecdote (GB) Lucky Story Ortiz Jr Clement 123
*Main Track Only

Monday, Hastings Racecourse, post time: 6:50 p.m. EDT
BALLERINA S.-GIII, C$100,000, 3yo/up, f/m, 1 1/8m
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Madame Pele Salt Lake Fuentes Penney 122
2 Locket Rosberg Balgobin Barroby 122
3 Ole's Miss K Officer Perez McCarthy 117
4 Madeira Park Langfuhr Walcott Forster 122
5 Wando Woman Wando Hamel Krasner 122
6 Touching Promise Touch Gold Gutierrez Heads 122
7 Saturday Nite Ride Flower Alley Bisono Taylor 122

Previews cont. p13

FRENCH GROUP RESULTS, SPONSORED BY THE FRBC

                         

All horses in the TDN are bred in North America, 
unless otherwise indicated
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Monday, Hastings Racecourse, post time: 7:50 p.m. EDT
BC PREMIER'S H.-GIII, C$100,000, 3yo/up, 1 3/8m
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Mr. Bowling K Istan Gutierrez Taylor 118
2 Deadly Truth Bold Truth Williams Tracy 117
3 Koffee Grinder Grindstone Hamel MacPherson 116
4 Shooting Jacket K Hard Spun Fuentes Condilenios 114
5 Remembertobreathe D'wildcat Newell Gregory 112
6 Prohibition Lawyer Ron Bisono Taylor 115
7 Alert Bay K City Zip Walcott Bolton 119
8 Mysterious Soul Perfect Soul (Ire) Balgobin Heads 114
9 Wilo Kat Katahaula County Perez Snow 116

>ENUFF= ALL READY FOR GUINEAS
   Beaten just once in four career tries, Rich Enuff (Aus)
(Written Tycoon {Aus}) carries a three-race winning
streak into a wide-open renewal of the G1 Caulfield
Guineas Saturday afternoon in Melbourne. A longshot
third on his Mar. 29 debut at Moonee Valley, the
chestnut colt returned to that venue and overcame a
five-month absence to take the Listed McKenzie S. by 
2 1/4 lengths Aug. 23. He defeated Looks Like the Cat
(Aus) (Husson {Arg}) and G2 Todman S. hero
Ghibellines (Aus) (Shamardal) in the G2 Danehill S. at
Flemington and handed the former a 2 1/2-length
beating in the G3 Guineas Prelude over 1400 meters of
this track Sept. 28. Looks Like the Cat closed out his
freshman campaign with a solid third-place effort to
Alamlad (Aus) (Al Maher {Aus}) in the G1 J. J. Atkins
S. at Eagle Farm and ran well as the favorite when
coming from centerfield in the Prelude last time out. A
good effort here could lead to some consideration for
the G1 Cox Plate in two weeks. Alamlad needed his
first two runs of the new season, but most recently
carried Tommy Berry to a 1 3/4-length success over
Moonovermanhattan (Aus) (Manhattan Rain {Aus}) in
the G2 Stutt S. at Moonee Valley Sept. 26. Kumaon
(Aus) (Lonhro {Aus}), third in last year=s G1 Champagne
S., came from well back to fill the third spot in the
Stutt and should appreciate the added distance of this
event.

Saturday, Caulfield, Australia, post time: 2:05 a.m. EDT
BECK CAULFIELD GUINEAS-G1, A$1,000,000 (US$884,660), 3yo,
1600mT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 14 Miss Vespa (Aus) Elusive City Williams Benner
2 13 Almalad (Aus) Al Maher (Aus) Berry Waterhse
3 10 Rich Enuff (Aus) Writtn Tycoon (Aus) Rodd Keys
4 8 Shooting to Win (Aus) Nrthrn Meteor (Aus) McDonald Snowdens
5 3 Zululand (Aus) Fastnet Rock (Aus) Oliver Hys/Dbrng
6 12 Chivalry (Aus) Street Cry (Ire) Boss Kavanagh
7 9 Looks Like the Cat (Aus) Husson (Arg) Browne Gollan
8 2 Kumaon (Aus) Lonhro (Aus) McEvoy O’Shea
9 4 Merion (NZ) O’Reilly (NZ) Arnold Moroney
10 7 Moonovermnhttn (Aus) Manhattan Rain (Aus) Newitt Price
11 11 Stingray (Aus) Kaphero (Aus) Zahra Moloney
12 6 Lucky Tom (Aus) Lucky Owners (NZ) Jamieson Norman
13 1 Zebulon (NZ) All American (Aus) Baster Mrgn/Wdsn
14 5 Wandjina (Aus) Snitzel (Aus) Dunn Waterhse
All carry 125 pounds.

>INDY= GIVING IT A >GO= IN 1000 GUINEAS
   Go Indy Go (Aus) (Bernardini) will be out to restore
some of her reputation when she heads to post as one
of the favorites in Saturday=s G1 Schweppes Thousand
Guineas at Caulfield. The bay filly came to hand last
year for trainers Leon Macdonald and Andrew Gluyas,
winning the G3 SAJC Sires Produce S. at Morphetville
Parks before stepping up to the big leagues for a one-
length victory in the G1 Champagne S. She failed to
make any sort of impact behind Rich Enuff (Aus)
(Written Tycoon {Ire}) in the G2 Danehill S. on her
seasonal return Sept. 13, but gave a better account of
herself when third, beaten a length, to Afleet Esprit
(Aus) (Bel Esprit {Aus}) and Amicus (Aus) (Fastnet Rock
{Aus}) in the 1400-meter G2 Tranquil Star S. over this
surface Sept. 28. Lumosty (Aus) (Fastnet Rock {Aus})
ran with credit in two starts at two, both in stakes
company, finishing runner-up in the Listed Blue
Diamond Prelude S. (F) Jan. 25 and third to subsequent
G1 Blue Diamond S. victress Earthquake (Aus) (Exceed
and Excel {Aus}) in the G3 Fillies= Prelude Feb. 8. She
resumed with a narrow defeat at the hands of Afleet
Esprit in the Listed Cap D=Antibes S. at Flemington
Sept. 13 before crushing her rivals by nine lengths to
graduate at Sale Oct. 1. Lumosty has firmed into 3-1
favoritism over Go Indy Go, who has eased into 7-2.
Afleet Esprit trades around 4-1.

Saturday, Caulfield, Australia, post time: 2:05 a.m. EDT
SCHWEPPES THOUSAND GUINEAS-G1, A$500,000 (US$442,330),
3yo, f, 1600mT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 4 Bring Me the Maid (Aus) Sebring (Aus) Nolen Moody
2 6 Go Indy Go (Aus) Bernardini Arnold McD/Glys
3 1 Afleet Esprit (Aus) Bel Esprit (Aus) Oliver Hys/Dbrng
4 2 Sabatini (Aus) Street Cry (Ire) McDonald Hopes
5 9 Amicus (Aus) Fastnet Rock (Aus) Bowman Waller
6 7 Lumosity (Aus) Fastnet Rock (Aus) Williams Smerdon
7 11 Traveston Girl (Aus) Flying Spur (Aus) Browne Gollan
8 5 Tahni Dancer (Aus) Sebring (Aus) Hall McDonald
9 8 Pickin’ Time (Aus) Fastnet Rock (Aus) Boss Kavanagh
10 10 High Above (Aus) High Chaparral (Ire) Zahra Cummings
11 3 Go Jennio (Aus) O’Reilly (NZ) B Rawller Weir
All carry 122 pounds.

LONGINES WORLD’S BEST HORSES RAINKINGS
(For 3yo & upward which raced between 1/1/2014 and 10/5/2014)

Rank Horse (Sire) Rating Trained
1 Just a Way (Jpn) (Heart’s Cry {Jpn}) 130 Jpn
2 Australia (GB) (Galileo {Ire}) 126 Ire
2 Kingman (GB) (Invincible Spirit {Ire}) 126 GB
2 The Grey Gatsby (Ire) (Mastercraftsman {Ire}) 126 GB
2 Variety Club (SAf) (Var) 126 UAE
6 Sea the Moon (Ger) (Sea the Stars {Ire}) 125 Ger
6 Treve (Fr) (Motivator {GB}) 125 Fr
8 California Chrome (Lucky Pulpit) 124 USA
8 Flintshire (GB) (Dansili {GB}) 124 GB
8 Game on Dude (Awesome Again) 124 USA
8 Gold Ship (Jpn) (Stay Gold {Jpn}) 124 Jpn
8 Taghrooda (GB) (Sea the Stars {Ire}) 124 GB
8 The Fugue (GB) (Dansili {GB}) 124 GB

AUSTRALIAN PREVIEWS
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Australian Previews cont.

VETERAN RAIDER WORTH A >GLANCE=
   A pair of 8-year-olds (7-year-olds on Northern
Hemisphere time) figure prominently in Saturday=s G1
Caulfield S., a steppingstone to the G1 Cox Plate two
weeks down the road. Side Glance (GB) (Passing
Glance {GB}) is taking a slightly different approach to
the one he took last year when he followed up on a
third-place effort in the GI Arlington Million with a sixth
in the Cox Plate. Last year=s G1 Mackinnon S. upsetter
has since raced in Hong Kong, Dubai and Singapore and
made his two most recent appearances back in the
U.S., most recently repeating his Arlington Million
effort, 2 1/4 lengths behind Hardest Core (Hard Spun).
Foreteller (GB) (Dansili {GB}), runner-up to Atlantic
Jewel (Aus) (Fastnet Rock {Aus}) in last year=s race,
was beaten a little more than a length into fourth in the
Cox Plate, but has lost little of his zest for racing in this
preparation. A first-up fourth in the G2 Lawrence S.
Aug. 16, the former Juddmonte runner improved one
spot in the G2 Dato= Tan Chin Nam S. Sept. 6 and exits
a short-head win from Happy Trails (Aus) (Good
Journey) in the G1 Underwood S. at this venue
Sept. 20. Sacred Falls (NZ) (O=Reilly {NZ}) is also
coming off a Group 1 win, albeit at a shorter distances.
Winner of a soft-ground renewal of the G1 Doncaster
H. last April, Sacred Falls validated 3-1 favoritism in the
George Main S. over 1600 meters at Randwick 
Sept. 20. He is winless in two tries at this 10-furlong
distance.

Saturday, Caulfield, Australia, post time: 12:55 a.m. EDT
CATHAY PACIFIC CAULFIELD S.-G1, A$400,000 (US$353,426),
3yo/up, 2000mT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 12 Sacred Falls (NZ) O’Reilly (NZ) Purton Waller 130
2 5 Side Glance (GB) Passing Glance (GB) Spencer Balding 130
3 4 Fawkner (Aus) Reset (Aus) Hall Hickmott 130
4 6 Happy Trails (Aus) Good Journey Oliver Beshara 130
5 10 Foreteller (GB) Dansili (GB) Boss Waller 130
6 7 Sertorius (Aus) Galileo (Ire) Williams Edw/Elk 130
7 11 Crackerjack King (Ire) Shamardal Walker Hys/Dbrng 130
8 2 Massiyn (Ire) Zamindar King Hickmott 130
9 3 Criterion (NZ) Sebring (Aus) Bowman Payne 128
10 8 Dissident (Aus) Sebring (Aus) Melham Moody 128
11 1 Dear Demi (Aus) Dehere Cassidy Conners 126
12 9 Kirramosa (NZ) Alamosa (NZ) Berry Sargent 123

FILLY HEAVILY FAVORED AGAINST THE BOYS
   First Seal (Aus) (Fastnet Rock {Aus}) has done little
wrong thus far in her career and is the odds-on ante-
post favorite ahead of Saturday=s G1 Spring Champion
S. at Randwick. The bay has three wins and a second
from four appearances this preparation, having won at
Kensington Aug. 13 prior to finishing second to
Sweynesse (Aus) (Lonhro {Aus}) in a heavy-ground
handicap at Rosehill Aug. 30. She belied longshot odds
to go one better in the G2 Tea Rose S. Sept. 20 and
most recently became the first Group 1 winner in
Australia for the China Horse Club when annexing the
G1 Coolmore Flight S. by three lengths Oct. 4.
Sweynesse is perfect in four career trips to the post,
but faces her sternest test to date.

   Following her defeat of First Seal at Rosehill, the
Godolphin runner proved narrowly best in the G3 Spring
S. at Newcastle Sept. 17 before adding this track=s 
G3 Gloaming S. Sept. 27. Panzer Division (Aus)
(Redoute=s Choice {Aus}) is far from hopeless here.
Runner-up in the G3 Up and Coming S. here Aug. 23,
the bay won the G3 Ming Dynasty S. by 1 1/4 lengths
Sept. 6. Thrown to the wolves in the G1 George Main
S. last time out Sept. 20, he was far from disgraced
when fifth, beaten 2 1/2 lengths behind G1 Cox Plate
favorite Sacred Falls (NZ) (O=Reilly {NZ}).

Saturday, Randwick, Australia, post time: 1:10 a.m. EDT
MOET & CHANDON SPRING CHAMPION S.-G1, A$400,000
(US$353,426), 3yo, 200mT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 3 Sweynesse (Aus) Lonhro (Aus) Shinn O’Shea 125
2 5 Valentia (Aus) Fastnet Rock (Aus) Clark Waterhse 125
3 9 Panzer Division (Aus) Redte’s Chce (Aus) Angland Messara 125
4 7 Hampton Court (Aus) Redte’s Chce (Aus) Parr Waterhse 125
5 2 Pounamu (Aus) Authorized (Ire) Schofield Denham 125
6 8 Lie Direct (Aus) Zabeel (NZ) Avdulla Englbrcht 125
7 6 Drum Roll (Aus) Authorized (Ire) O’Hara Vandyke 125
8 4 First Seal (Aus) Fastnet Rock (Aus) Collett Thompsn 120
9 1 Press Report (Aus) Writtn Tycoon (Aus) Costin Curtis 120

Saturday, Caulfield, Australia, post time: 1:30 a.m. EDT
DAVID JONES NBCF TOORAK H.-G1, A$400,000 (US$353,426),
3yo/up, 1600mT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 5 Guest of Honour (Ire) Cape Cross (Ire) Oliver Botti 128
2 3 Speediness (Aus) Testa Rossa (Aus) Bowman Scott 127
3 10 Cmmndng Jwel (Aus) Commands (Aus) Brown Corstens 125
4 11 Trust In a Gust (Aus) Keep the Faith (Aus) B Rwller Weir 125
5 8 Atlante (Aus) Fastnet Rock (Aus) McEvoy Hawkses 120
6 2 Bull Point (Aus) Fastnet Rock (Aus) Cassidy Waller 120
7 13 Arabian Gold (Aus) Dubawi (Ire) Williams Vandyke 119
8 14 Solicit (Aus) Street Cry (Ire) Newitt Elrtn/Zhra 118
9 15 Recite (NZ) Darci Brahma (NZ) Baster Bary 118
10 12 Akavoroun (Aus) Lacryma Cristi (Ire) Payne Maher 118
11 7 Late Charge (Aus) Hard Spun Boss Kelly 118
12 9 Rhythm to Spare (NZ) Pins (Aus) Dunn Moroney 118
13 4 Escado (Aus) Casino Prince (Aus) Berry Laurie 118
14 1 Desert Jeuney (Aus) Desert King (Ire) Winks Blackiston 118
15 6 Tristram’s Sun (NZ) Yamanin Vital (NZ) Gauci Laing 118

2015 HILL ‘N’ DALE ROSTER
 STALLION (Sire) ‘14 Fee ($)
 CONCORD POINT (Tapit) 7,500
 MACLEAN’S MUSIC (Distorted Humor) 6,500
 MIDNIGHT LUTE (Real Quiet) 25,000
 MISREMEMBERED (Candy Ride {Arg}) 5,000
 ROMAN RULER (Fusaichi Pegasus) 8,500
 STORMY ATLANTIC (Storm Cat) 30,000
 VIOLENCE (Medaglia d’Oro) 15,000
 ZENSATIONAL (Unbridled's Song) 5,000

THE ‘TEAM WEST COLLECTION

FLASHBACK (Ttapit) 7,500
NEW YEAR’S DAY (Street Cry {Ire} 7,500
POWER BROKER (Pulpit) 5,000

www.hillndalefarms.com
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Australian Previews cont.

RISING STAR RETURNS IN SCHILLACI
   The Group 1 action in Melbourne takes place a little
later in the program, but J  “TDN Rising Star”  J
Rubick (Aus) (Encosta de Lago {Aus}) makes a much-
anticipated return to the races in a salty renewal of the
G2 Schillaci S. over the minimum distance.
TheA$460,000 Magic Millions Gold Coast yearling
purchase was hammered into 3-10 favoritism for his
Jan. 25 unveiling at Randwick and ran to the hype,
scoring by 2 3/4 lengths. The bay returned on two
weeks= rest to take the colts= and geldings= section of
the G3 Blue Diamond Prelude S. by a length and was
last seen finishing a game fourth from a high draw in
the G1 Blue Diamond S. Feb. 22. Though he was slated
to make his seasonal debut two months ago, he trialled
well at Rosehill Sept. 30, but has the inside draw to
deal with while facing elders for the first time.
Overreach (Aus) (Exceed and Excel {Aus}), the 2013
G1 Golden Slipper S. heroine, makes her first trip to the
post since a third in the G1 Sires= Produce S. 18
months ago. Regular rider Tommy Berry has the call on
the homebred, who took a Sept. 19 trial at Randwick
by six lengths. Trainer John Moore will send out G1SW
Dan Excel (Ire) (Shamardal) in the Listed Weekend
Hussler S. as a possible prep for the G1 Cox Plate and
one race later will be represented as an owner by Not
Listenin=tome (Aus) (Dylan Thomas {Ire}). The 4-year-
old was second in both the G1 Coolmore Stud S. at
Flemington last November and in the G1 Canterbury S.
in March around a victory in the G3 Zeditave S. at this
venue in February. 

Friday night, Caulfield, Australia, post time: 11:45 p.m. EDT
ANCO INSTANT TURF SCHILLACI S.-G2, A$200,000 (US$176,713),
3yo/up, 1000mT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 7 Sessions (Aus) Lonhro (Aus) McDonald O’Shea 129
2 2 Iconic (Aus) Bel Esprit (Aus) Hall McEvoy 129
3 5 Not Listenin’tome (Aus) Dyln Thmas (Ire) Oliver G Moore 129
4 6 Overreach (Aus) Excd & Excl (Aus) Berry Waterhse 125
5 3 Platelet (Aus) Strategic (Aus) Melham Weir 125
6 4 Gregers (Aus) Commands (Aus) Williams Hys/Dbrng 125
7 1 Rubick (Aus) Encsta de Lgo (Aus) McEvoy Ryan 117

MAKE-A-WISH DAY AT KEENELAND
Content and photos by Amanda Duckworth
   The threat of rain could not diminish the smiles of
those in attendance of the seventh annual Make-A-Wish
Day at Keeneland on Thursday.
   Eight Kentucky children were each paired with a local
equine industry organization and treated to a VIP day at
the races. Before heading to Keeneland, they, along
with their families, got to tour the respective farm or
business they had been matched with.
   AI really enjoyed the morning,@ said 16-year-old Cole,
who sponsored by the Frizzy Foundation/Flaxman

Holdings. AIt was really
exciting to see all the
land that they had,
and my favorite part
was going to one of
the barns and actually
petting some of the
horses. That was
really cool for me.@
   Later in the day,
Cole got to tour the
jockeys' room at
Keeneland before
presenting a trophy to

the winners of the seventh race. His family had hoped
the Ramsey horse would win because he was named
Coalport, and the 5-year-old son of Kitten's Joy came
through. 
   AIt is an honor to be given the opportunity to help
out,@ said Flaxman's Kevin Anderson, who spent the
day with Cole and his family. AWe would like to thank
the Make-A-Wish Foundation for letting us be a part of
this. People within the equine community are very
caring people and like to give back to their
communities.@ Cont. p16

Cole, center left, with winning owner
Ken Ramsey
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w TDN CRITERIA w
   The races covered in the TDN are as follows:

w Stakes: purses of $50,000/up
w Allowance Races: purses of $20,000/up
w Optional Claiming Races: purses of $20,000/up
w Maiden Special Weight Races: purses of $18,000/up
w Maiden Claiming Races: purses of $18,000/up &

a minimum claiming price of $40,000

Make-A-Wish Day cont.

   Two races prior, jockey Julien Leparoux spent some
time in the paddock with 8-year-old Jackson, who has
Burkitts Non-Hodgkins Lymphoma. Jackson told him

that he wanted a different horse
to win than the one Leparoux
was riding. When Jackson's pick
came in, Leparoux stopped to
congratulate him after the race
even though his mount had
come in second. The winning
horse, Fruit Ludt, reminded
Jackson of the cereal Fruit
Loops, and he had been excited
to see him run all day.
   AThese kids have been through
so much, but they are still so
joyful,@ said Alex Riddle, of Rood
& Riddle Equine Hospital, which
sponsored Jackson. AIt is so

exciting to spend time with them and give them an
escape from the hardships they have been through. 
   AThis is a day we look forward to in the office.
Everybody puts in a lot of effort, our vets put together
gift baskets, and everybody just loves this day. We can
celebrate the industry coming together and supporting
something bigger than ourselves. It's nice to be able to
give back.@
   Since 2008, Keeneland has teamed up with members
of the Thoroughbred community to grant wishes to
Kentucky children. Other sponsors of the 2014 event
included: Coolmore Farm/Ashford Stud, Gainesway
Farm, Springhouse Farm, Darley, Lane's End, and
Shadwell Farm. 
   Cole, who has T-Cell Non-Hodgkins Leukemia,
actually had his wish to have a membership to
Woodhaven Country Club granted this summer but
wanted to share his story with others at Keeneland.
   AI agreed to share it because I want people to know
there is hope afterward,@ he said. AIt is really cool to see
what Make-A-Wish can do for you.@

                                                               

O=NEILL SUSPENSION LENGTHENED 
   The California Horse Racing Board has announced a
135-day suspension--of which 90 of those days are
stayed--for trainer Doug O=Neill for violating a CHRB
decision from 2012. The suspension is to begin
immediately, and the CHRB will also honor a recent
suspension from the New York State Gaming
Commission, meaning O=Neill will not return to training
before Dec. 19. The 2012 decision surrounded a total
carbon dioxide (TCO2) violation and stated in part that
O=Neill=s license would be placed on 18-month
probation. His license was suspended for 180 days, of
which 135 were stayedBhe therefore served a 45-day
suspension. The decision further stated, AThe stay shall
become permanent upon successful completion of
probation without a further Class 1, 2, or 3 violation in
California or an equivalent violation in any United States
or International Racing Jurisdiction." Four months after
this probationary  period in California ended, an >Order
to Show Cause= was issued by the New York State
Gaming Commission, alleging that O=Neill should be
fined and suspended due to a horse under his care
testing positive for a banned substance. The drug,
oxazepam, is classified by both the CHRB and the
Association of Racing Commissioners International as a
Class 2 drug with a Category A penalty. The new
agreement requires O=Neill to begin another 18-month
probationary period following his suspension,
commencing November 23. During the period of
probation, the stay is conditioned upon O=Neill not
being found in violation of any further Class I, II, or III
drug regulation or rule in California or equivalent
violation in any United States or international racing
jurisdiction. Furthermore, this agreement specifically
states that the date of any such violation will be the
deciding event, not the date of a complaint or final
adjudication. During the suspensions, O=Neill is denied
all access to all premises under the jurisdiction of the
CHRB. The O=Neill barn is set to be represented in the
Breeders= Cup by GI Vosburgh S. winner Private Zone
(Macho Uno) and defending GI Breeders= Cup Dirt Mile
champion Goldencents (Into Mischief). Private Zone will
run in the name of Alfredo Velazquez, who saddled him
in the Vosburgh, while assistant trainer Leandro Mora
will likely be the trainer of record for Goldencents.

Leparoux, Jackson 
and siblings

  • TDN pageviews are UP 12.48% this month to last month

  • TDN PDF downloads are UP 8.4% this month to last month

  • TDN pageviews are UP 22.93% this month this year to this

      month in 2013

  • TDN PDF downloads are UP 8.92% this month this year to

      this month in 2013

NEWS TODAY
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IMPRESSIONS OF SOUTH KOREA, JAQUI DE MERIC:

   Having just completed a 10-day visit to the KRA
facilities in South Korea, I would like to try and dispel
some common misconceptions of the care and
condition of the horses there. We found that the
facilities were state of the art and the quality of feed
and hay was first class. They import most of their feed
from the U.S. and most of the hay from New Zealand.
They also feed fresh sprouts with each meal. The
horses were all carrying good weight and seemed to be
in excellent health across the board. The yearlings we
were working with were all well grown and their feet,
teeth and coats were in excellent condition. The
vaccination and worming programs were well thought
out and implemented. The  two racecourses we visited
both had modern veterinary hospitals on site as did
both the KRA stud farms we worked on. The stalls and
fields were clean and well maintained.
   The KRA have just completed an exhaustive program
in which every Thoroughbred in the entire country was
inspected and microchipped so they can be tracked and
identified easily.
   Mr. Jin Woo Lee of the KRA has also established a
data base in which every horse and its race records can
readily be accessed. Simply go the website 
http://studbook.kra.co.kr/studbook.jsp, select the
English version and enter the dam's name and year of
birth.
   The attention to detail and desire to improve every
aspect of the racing experience and general care and
well being of each individual horse was truly
astounding. The KRA run several schools to teach
young horsemen and women all aspects of horse care
and handling, including anatomy, basic veterinary
techniques, nutrition and disease prevention. We found
the students and staff we met to be extremely
enthusiastic and dedicated.
   Racing is the only form of legal gambling for South
Koreans in their country and the betting pool is huge.
The general public all seemed to be very aware and
interested in racing and there seemed to be a real love
for all horses and disciplines of riding.
   So please rest assured that when a horse is sold to
Korea, he is most likely going to have excellent care
and treatment. We should welcome the Koreans
interest and investment in our bloodstock with open
minds and glad hearts.

Sincerely,

Jaqui de Meric

WHOA REPLY TO NATIONAL HBPA
by Tony Chamblin
   A recently published statement by the National
Horsemen's Benevolent and Protective Association took
"strong exception" to remarks made by Dr. Larry
Bramlage as an honored guest at the Thoroughbred
Club of America's 83rd Testimonial Dinner.
   In his acceptance speech, Dr. Bramlage, a prominent
Kentucky-based veterinarian, called for banning race
day administration of furosemide (Lasix or Salix). 
Although Bramlage stated that furosemide is "valuable
to the horse when racing," he said the drug would
become a "death knell" for racing if not stopped. "It is
not the drug that is bad," he added, "It is the public
argument that plays out in the press that hurts the
most." He went on to say that the public "can't
discriminate between furosemide and cocaine."
   The HBPA response accused Bramlage and The
Jockey Club, of which Bramlage is a member, of having
chosen "to give up and not work to correct public
misperceptions that ignore science."
   The use of Lasix to treat North American
Thoroughbreds was legalized by state and provincial
racing commissions in the 1970s. It was hailed by
supporters, largely trainers and veterinarians, as an
effective treatment for horses that "bleed" after heavy
exercise, as some do, sometimes through their nostrils
but normally, internally. Through the years, the use of
Lasix in North American racing has exploded: today,
approximately nine in every 10 horses that go to the
post have the drug (and frequently other drugs) in their
systems.
   I applaud the recent advances in medication
uniformity by industry groups and the push for tougher
penalties for cheaters. In an era when steroids and
other performance-enhancing substances have been
ruled illegal in other sports, largely due to public
disdain, racing's image has not benefitted from its
liberal medication policies. While I am not opposed to
the use of legal therapeutic medication for horses as
they train up to races, I feel strongly that no drugs
should be administered to horses on the day they race. 
I also support stronger penalties for those who are
caught violating the rules.
   Admittedly, this is a relatively recent "mea culpa" for
me after 50 years of dealing with the issue. When I
was the executive director of the National Horsemen's
Benevolent & Protective Association (HPBA) from
1973-1982, I supported, with some misgivings, the
legalization of what was then known as "permissive,"
"controlled," or "therapeutic" medications, principally
phenylbutazone (Butazolidin) and furosemide (Lasix). 
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Open Letter to the Industry cont.
   During that period, I helped write the 1978 Interstate
Horseracing Act (IHA), which legalized off-track betting
and simulcasting across state lines. This Act has
resulted in billions of additional dollars for racetracks,
owners, trainers and jockeys over the past 36 years. 
To me, the IHA has proved that federal legislation, if
drafted well, can benefit the United States' horse racing
industry.
   When I served as president of the Association of
Racing Commissioners International (1986-2001),
regulators continually struggled with the "medication
problem." When I served as a member of the
International Federation of Horseracing Authorities
(consisting of over 50 countries) for 15 years, the first
question asked of me was, "What is the U.S. doing to
eliminate drugs in racing?" (Virtually every other
country in the world disallows any foreign substance to
be present in a horse while racing.)
   If an independent poll were taken of the 50,000-plus
owners of Thoroughbred racehorses in North America, I
firmly believe that the vast majority would support the
Water Hay Oats Alliance's goal of achieving a level and
safe playing field for all participants.  It is estimated
that U.S. owners collectively pay about 100 million
dollars annually for Lasix injections for their horses. 
Why? It is because they don't want horses competing
against them to have an unfair advantage, the
equivalent of playing poker against a stacked deck.
   In 1998, researchers at the University of
Pennsylvania's New Bolton Center found that although
furosemide does reduce pressure in the lungs, the
significance is not enough to completely prevent horses
from bleeding. More importantly, the drug is a diuretic,
and the effect reduces a horse's body weight, thereby
enabling it to run faster (i.e., it acts as a
performance-enhancer). That's why bettors love to spot
a horse on Lasix for the first time, a rare occasion
nowadays. In 2013, researchers at Ohio State
University analyzed the race records of 22,589
Thoroughbreds that raced on dirt surfaces in the U.S.
and Canada between June 28 and July 13, 1997.  The
results confirmed that horses receiving furosemide
raced faster and were more likely to finish in the top
three positions than were untreated horses. (A
subsequent statement released by the American
Association of Equine Practitioners said the study was
"flawed" because horses that were not administered
furosemide were not examined to determine if they had
bled).
   Dr. Joseph O'Dea, a past president of the AAEP, and
a steward at Finger Lakes Race Track when I served as
president and general manager at the upstate New York
track in the early 1980s, is one of only a few equine
practitioners I have come across who oppose the race
day use of Lasix. Says O'Dea: "It is my perception that
Lasix diminishes performance in as many horses as it
enhances (performance) and in the long run reduces
consistency and the percentage of winning favorites. 
Lasix does not level the playing field. Lasix tilts the
playing field but you never know in which direction."   

   Last year I joined a group known as the Water Hay
Oats Alliance. WHOA is a grassroots movement of
like-minded individuals who support the passage of
federal legislation to prohibit the use of race day
medication in horse racing. WHOA advocates that the
testing of drug samples from races be placed in the
hands of the United States Anti-Doping Agency
(USADA), which conducts Olympic testing in this
country and was responsible for bringing down the
infamous cycling champion Lance Armstrong, among
others.
   WHOA believes that the industry needs to find ways
to protect the integrity of the competition and the
welfare of the horse and jockey. Its supporters believe
that racing physically-sound and drug-free horses on
hay, oats and water is the right thing to do. WHOA
believes that our current medication rules are gradually
destroying public confidence in our once-great sport, as
illustrated by a history of declining numbers in race
tracks, foal crops, starters-per-race, on-track
attendance, and on-track pari-mutuel handle. Many
breeders believe that the use of drugs may also be
weakening the genetic pool of our product. Many racing
chemists believe that certain legal drugs have the ability
to mask illegal drugs.  
   As owner-breeder Bill Casner has warned: "Our
industry is permeated with those who have no regard
for the welfare of the horse nor understanding of the
growing negative perception of horse racing. The horse
becomes only a tool for fulfilling their own agendas of
WIN-AT-ALL-COSTS. Until our value system changes
and horses are treated like the living, breathing,
majestic animals that they are, we will continue to
diminish as an industry until we no longer exist."
   WHOA believes that drugs used promiscuously by
"win-at-all-costs" individuals can put life and limb of our
equine and human athletes at risk. This is not ignoring
science. This is recognizing reality.

Tony Chamblin is a former executive director of the
Horsemen's Benevolent & Protective Association
(HPBA) and a former president of the Association of
Racing Commissioners International (RCI)

                                                               

Horse Poisoning Alarms Venezuela Racing 
“It sounds like a page-turning novel: Venezuelan authorities say a
gambling ring poisons one of the country's most popular race horses
ahead of a key derby, nearly killing the animal and shining a light on an
underworld where millions of dollars in bets are made under the table.”
Fabio Sanchez, Associated Press

IN OTHER NEWS...
A Daily Roundup of Racing Articles in Other Media

Follow the TDN on Twitter at www.twitter.com/thetdn
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Yesterday=s Results:
7th-BEL, $65,000, Alw, Opt. Clm. ($40,000), NW2$X,
(S), 3yo/up, f/m, 6 1/2f, 1:17 4/5, ft.
IRISH SWEEPSTAKES (f, 3, Any Given Saturday--Miss
Blarney Stone, by Dynaformer), winner of an Aqueduct
optional claimer Mar. 2, failed to hit the board in her
next three outings--two of which were on the turf--and
was third last time in a state-bred optional claimer
going seven furlongs over the Saratoga main track 
July 23. Tracking from third early, the 2-1 chalk ranged
up three wide in the lane and drew clear to achieve a
two-length victory over Pennymine (Mineshaft). Sales
history: $40,000 yrl '12 FTNAUG. Lifetime Record: SP,
9-3-1-2, $150,727. Click for the brisnet.com chart or
VIDEO.
O-Alan Brodsky. B-Sugar Maple Farm & H Lewis
Rapaport (NY). T-Mark A Hennig.

6th-BEL, $60,000, Msw, (S), 2yo, f, 7fT, 1:23, fm.
ALEXANDRIE (f, 2, Majesticperfection--Road to the Ball,
by Cahill Road) was third in her six-panel Saratoga
unveiling against state-breds Aug. 29 and had been
working quickly since her debut, most recently firing a
five-panel bullet in :58 4/5 over the Spa=s turf training
track Oct. 3. Dictating terms from the start, the 
3-5 chalk glided along the rail through moderate early
fractions. Showing the way into the lane, the bay easily
maintained her advantage and crossed the wire a 
2 3/4-length winner over first timer Broken Border
(Broken Vow). Alexandrie is the 13th winner for her
freshman sire (by Harlan=s Holiday). She is a half to
Park Avenue Ball (Citidancer), MGSW & GISP,
$1,049,360; Beacon Hill Road (Forestry), SW,
$180,911. Sales history: $145,000 wlng '12 KEENOV;
$220,000 yrl '13 KEESEP. Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-1,
$43,300. Click for the brisnet.com chart or VIDEO.
O-Twin Creeks Racing Stables LLC. B-Brereton C Jones
(NY). T-Todd A Pletcher. 

Yesterday=s Results:
7th-LRL, $42,000, Alw, NW1X, 3yo/up, 1 1/16mT,
1:42, fm.
OTHER CHEEK (c, 3, Smart Strike--Nice Nelly {MSP},
by Seattle Slew), sixth in his initial outing going one-
mile over the Monmouth turf course July 5, broke
through next time out at Penn National going 
1 1/16 miles on the sod July 30. A head second in a
Delaware optional claimer at that distance Aug. 30, he
was a respectable third last time in that venue=s 1 1/8-
mile GIII Kent S. Sept. 20. Weaving back and forth in
the initial strides after the break, the 6-5 chalk dueled
for the early lead and finally gained it at the quarter
pole. Swiftly kicking clear at the top of the lane, the
bay continued to grind it out for a one-length success
over Captain=s Affair (Ire) (Captain Rio {GB}). Lifetime
Record: GSP, 5-2-1-1, $64,240. Click for the
brisnet.com chart or VIDEO.
O-Lael Stables. B-Mr & Mrs M Roy Jackson (KY).
T-Arnaud Delacour. 

9th-LRL, $40,000, Msw, 2yo, f, 1mT, 1:38, fm.
INTREPID ALEX (f, 2, Afleet Alex--Alozaina {Ire} {SW &
GISP-US & MSP-Fr, $343,930}, by Perugino), fourth on
debut after a troubled trip in a $25,000 maiden claimer
going 5 1/2 panels on the main track here Sept. 20,
fired a five-panel bullet over this turf course in 1:05 1/5
Oct. 1. Let go at 8-1 in this switch to the lawn, the
chestnut broke a step slowly from her rail draw and
tracked from fifth early. Advancing up the fence to be
third approaching the bend, Intrepid Alex switched to
the outside for a three-wide bid in the stretch and
immediately powered clear to score by a visually
impressive 3 1/2 lengths. First timer Stormy Alexis (Ire)
(Excellent Art {GB}) completed the exacta. Sales
history: $10,000 yrl '13 FTKOCT. Lifetime Record:
2-1-0-0, $24,420. Click for the brisnet.com chart or
VIDEO.
O-Paul L Fowler Jr. B-Arnold Zetcher (KY). T-Gary
Capuano. 

1st-DEL, $30,000, Msw, 2yo, 1m, 1:40, ft.
+TO THE VICTOR (c, 2, Street Sense--Arabis {SW,
$204,407}, by Deputy Minister) was sent off as the 
2-1 second choice while displaying a speedy worktab in
preparation for this debut, most recently firing a best-
of-16 half mile in :49 over the Saratoga training track
Sept. 28. The bay hopped up leaving the gate, but
quickly settled into stride and assumed command.
Headed shortly after that by We B Jammin (Aragorn
{Ire}), To The Victor battled that foe into the lane
before swiftly shutting the door on that rival and
romping home a 3 3/4-length victor. Moonlight Party
(Desert Party) overtook We B Jammin for second and it
was nine lengths back to the fourth-place finisher.
Sales history: $30,000 yrl '13 KEESEP; $60,000 2yo
>14 OBSAPR. Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $18,000. Click
for the brisnet.com chart or VIDEO.
O/T-Michael Dilger. B-Peter E Blum Thoroughbreds LLC
(KY). 

       AROUND THE WORLD FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10, 2014

Sold by Hunter Valley Farm
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Sharing tools now enable you to do so easily.
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East Report cont.

Wednesday Night=s Results:
4th-PEN, $33,300, Alw, NW1X, (S), 3yo/up, f/m, 6f,
1:11 1/5, ft.
GREAT DRIVE (f, 3, Great Notion--Dune Drive Avalon,
by Holy Bull), a debut winner going this distance at
Parx against fellow state-breds Apr. 19, tracked from
an eager fourth through an opening quarter in :22.65.
Engaged in a duel with One Fast Chick (First Defence)
on the front end turning for home, the 4-1 shot finally
shook free of that stubborn rival in the dying strides to
secure a neck success. The winner is a half to
Seventeenohsix (Dance With Ravens), SP, $160,993.
Lifetime Record: 2-2-0-0, $37,380. Click for the
brisnet.com chart or VIDEO.
O/B-SMD Ltd (PA). T-John C Servis.

4th-CTX, $25,000, Msw, 2yo, 4 1/2f, :53 1/5, ft.
ATTEMPT TO DREAM (g, 2, Concord Point--Attempt to
Name, by Consolidator), a close second in his track and
trip unveiling Sept. 18, sprinted up to quickly seize
control and ran off the rail through an opening quarter
in :22.17. Easing up a bit as he clocked a half in
:46.48, the 8-5 second choice showed the way into the
lane and held clear to score a 3/4-length victory and
become the seventh winner for his freshman sire (by
Tapit). Favored Handsome Senor (Jump Start) was
second. Sales history: $22,000 wlng '12 KEENOV;
$45,000 yrl '13 KEESEP; $32,000 RNA 2yo >14
OBSMAR;  $55,000 2yo >14 FTMMAY. Lifetime
Record: 2-1-1-0, $19,940. Click for the brisnet.com
chart or VIDEO.
O-Angel Gonzalez Racing Stable. B-Pinnacle
Thoroughbreds LLC (KY). T-Angel Gonzalez. 

Monmouth Forms TISWA:
Edited Press Release
   Monmouth Park Racetrack has announced the
formation of The Independent Sports Wagering
Association (TISWA) that it has formed to self-regulate
sports betting. TISWA=s purposes are to promote a
safe, secure, and reliable sports wagering environment
that protects both the persons placing wagers on
sports contests and the public as well as providing
mechanisms to safeguard the integrity of the sporting
contests and athletic events on which wagers are
accepted. To further its purposes TISWA will enact an
Ethics Code of Conduct and Rules and Regulations. 
Dennis Drazin, advisor to Monmouth Park, added:
ATISWA will model itself on other highly successful and
effective private self-regulatory organizations that have
long existed in the financial sector, real estate industry,
and in the medical and legal professions.@ 

Yesterday=s Results:
5th-GPW, $41,600, Msw, 2yo, 7 1/2fT, 1:31, fm.
FLAMING HOT SALSA (c, 2, Two Step Salsa--Miss
Flaming, by Diablo) finished fourth as the favorite in his
career bow in Hallandale going five panels on the turf
Sept. 6 and was given a 7-2 chance while adding
blinkers for this one. First away from the stalls, the
dark bay set a modest pace and was briefly challenged
by Starship Explorer (Bluegrass Cat) at the quarter pole,
but quickly turned back that rival and kicked clear for a
three-length victory. Sales history: $42,000 2yo >14
OBSAPR. Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-0, $27,940. Click for
the brisnet.com chart.
O-Get Away Farm. B-Jack & Sharon Treadway (FL).
T-Michael J Maker. 

Hunters Bay to Pleasant Acres:
   Canada=s champion older horse of 2012 Hunters Bay
(Ghostzapper--Smok=n Frolic, by Smoke Glacken) will
relocate to Joseph and Helen Barbazon's Pleasant Acres
Stallions near Morriston, FL for the 2015 breeding
season. Bred by Frank Stronach=s Adena Springs and
campaigned in Stronach=s colors to a pair of Grade III
victories at Woodbine as well as a runner-up finish to
Wise Dan (Wiseman=s Ferry) in the GI Woodbine Mile,
the 7-year-old stood his first season at stud in 2014 at
Adena Springs Maryland. The son of MGSW Smok=n
Frolic will stand at Pleasant Acres next year as property
of Adena, and will command a fee of $5,000, live foal. 

Yesterday=s Results:
8th-KEE, $57,893, Alw, NW1X, 3yo/up, a7f, 1:26 3/5, ft.
ROCKET TIME (g, 3, Tiz Wonderful--Schism, by Pulpit),
third in his 1 1/16-mile Churchill Downs unveiling 
May 3, wired the field en route to a 6 1/4-length victory
next out going a mile there June 15. Fading to fifth last
time in a fully loaded allowance field at the Spa 
July 26, the recently gelded bay got the blinkers off
and was installed as the 9-5 second choice for this cut
back in trip. Keeping tabs from a two-wide third
through a moderate first quarter, Rocket Time battled
the leading duo around the far turn and took command
in the lane. Moving in towards the rail, he extended his
advantage to score by two lengths over favored Quiet
Ruler (Majestic Warrior). Sales history: $47,000 yrl '12
KEESEP; $150,000 2yo 2013 FTFMAR. Lifetime
Record: 4-2-0-1, $73,350. Click for the brisnet.com
chart or VIDEO.
O-Frank Fletcher Racing Operations Inc. B-Columbiana
Farm (KY). T-Albert M Stall Jr.

PINHOOKED BY MACHMER HALL AND GREY DAWN STABLES

SELECT SALES Graduate...Exceeding Expectations

Follow the TDN on Twitter at www.twitter.com/thetdn
All horses in the TDN are bred in North America, 

unless otherwise indicated
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TDN CRITERIA
   The races covered in the TDN are as follows:

Stakes - purses of $50,000/up
Allowance Races - purses of $20,000/up
Optional Claiming Races - purses of $20,000/up
Maiden Special Weight Races - purses of $18,000/up
Maiden Claiming Races - purses of $18,000/up and 

a minimum claiming price of $40,000

SYNTHETIC SURFACES IN NORTH AMERICA

Track All-Weather Surface
Arlington Park Polytrack
Del Mar Polytrack
Turfway Park Polytrack
Woodbine Polytrack
Golden Gate Tapeta Footings
Presque Isle Downs Tapeta Footings
OBS Training Center Safetrack

Kentucky Report cont.

7th-KEE, $57,801, Alw, NW3RT9MX, 3yo/up, 
1 1/8mT, 1:47 4/5, fm.
1--COALPORT, 121, h, 5, Kitten=s Joy--Ballade's Girl,
   by Saint Ballado. O/B-Kenneth L & Sarah K Ramsey
   (IL); T-Michael J Maker. Lifetime Record: MSW &
   GSP, 21-7-4-0, $390,998. 
2--Bad Debt, 121, g, 7, Grand Reward--Pleasant Ring,
   by Pleasant Tap. ($3,500 RNA yrl '08 FTMOCT).
3--Margano, 123, g, 5, Dynaformer--La Ville Rouge, by
   Carson City.
Margins: 1 3/4, HF, 3 1/4. Odds: 1.20, 7.60, 6.60.
   Previously trained by Wayne Catalano, Coalport was
fourth in his debut for the Mike Maker barn three back
in a sloppy off-the-turf renewal of Canterbury=s Mystic
Lake Mile S. July 12. A well-beaten second behind
Regally Ready (More Than Ready) in the rained-off West
Virginia Speaker Cup at Mountaineer Aug. 2, he
crossed the wire first last time in Louisiana=s grassy 
1 1/16-mile Unbridled S. Sept. 6, but was placed
second for drifting out in the stretch. Hesitating for just
a second at the break, the favorite eagerly jumped into
stride and dueled for the early advantage from the rail.
Gaining control after a half in :46.99, the chestnut
showed the way into the lane and kept on rolling to
score. Click for the brisnet.com chart or VIDEO.

4th-KEE, $56,000, Msw, 2yo, f, 1mT, 1:38 3/5, fm.
FLYING TIPAT (f, 2, Tapit--Flying Marlin, by Marlin), a
full sister to Tapitsfly, MGISW, $1,495,503, was a
close third on debut going 1 1/16 miles over the
Saratoga lawn Aug. 10. Sixth in the P.G. Johnson S. at
that course and distance last time Aug. 27, she was
installed as the 5-2 second choice to improve here. Well
back off early splits of :23.53 and :49.22, the bay
exchanged a few bumps with another rival as she
attempted to make her way further towards the outside
in search of running room in the stretch. Once clear,
Flying Tipat surged past the leaders to don cap and
gown by a head over 47-1 shot Seeking Paradise
(Blame). The winner=s dam is a full sister to MGSW
Atelier (Deputy Minister); and a half to GISW Aldiza
(Storm Cat), as well as the dam of MGSW and 
GI Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup hopeful Aurelia=s
Belle (Lemon Drop Kid). Lifetime Record: 3-1-0-1,
$42,900. Click for the brisnet.com chart or VIDEO.
O-Frank L Jones Jr. B-Frank Jones (KY). T-Dale
Romans. 

9th-KEE, $55,949, Msw, 2yo, f, 1mT, 1:37, fm.
LADY ZUZU (f, 2, Dynaformer--Indy Pick, by A.P. Indy),
who topped the Fasig-Tipton Saratoga Selected
Yearlings sale at $1.225 million last year, was third on
debut after a wide trip going 5 1/2 panels on the
Saratoga lawn Aug. 8. A far-back sixth when
ambitiously spotted in the sloppy seven-panel 
GI Spinaway S. Aug. 31, the 4-1 shot--who was
running without Lasix--pressed the pacesetter through a
quarter in :22.88 in this return to the turf. Finally given
her head and allowed to have her way, the dark bay
took control on the backstretch after a half in :47.51
and began to draw away. Lady Zuzu did not seem to
like the whip as she wove a bit down the lane when
given some right-handed encouragement by pilot Juan
Saez, but kept to task and sailed clear to score a
definitive 6 1/4-length victory. Scottish Sweetie (Lemon
Drop Kid) was the runner-up. The winner is a half sister
to Optimizer (English Channel), MGSW & MGISP,
$974,289. Her second dam is GISW Fantastic Find (Mr.
Prospector), who produced MGISW Finder=s Fee (Storm
Cat). Lifetime Record: 3-1-0-1, $44,234. Click for the
brisnet.com chart or VIDEO.
O-Three Chimneys Farm. B-Bluegrass Hall LLC (KY). 
T-D. Wayne Lukas.

                                                               

Friday, Keeneland, post time: 5:13 p.m. EDT
FRANKLIN COUNTY S., $100,000, 3yo/up, f/m, 5 1/2fT
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER ML
1 Sky Treasure Sky Mesa Bridgmohan Casse 8-1
2 Ageless Successful Appeal Leparoux Delacour 4-1
3 Eden Prarie Mizzen Mast Geroux Pessin 10-1
4 Flower Spell Flower Alley Napravnik Mason 15-1
5 Richies Sweetheart Bring the Heat Hernandez Rivelli 10-1
6 Macaroon Tapit Saez McLghlin 15-1
7 Quay Tapit Albarado Ribaudo 20-1
8 To My Valentine (Fr) Dyhim Diamond (Ire) Zayas Ward 20-1
9 Quality Lass Exclusive Quality Bisono Preciado 6-1
10 In a Jif Saintly Look Jimenez Greenhill 50-1
11 Jewel of a Cat Wildcat Heir Lopez Perkins 8-1
12 Free as a Bird Hard Spun Rosario Wilkes 4-1
13 Sweet Cassiopeia Five Star Day Rocco Connelly 15-1
14 Vuitton Smart Strike Lanerie Kenneally 30-1
Also Eligible:
15 Liz Pendens Macho Uno Mena Stidham 30-1
16 Soft Whisper Bernstein Bridgmohan Vance 8-1
Click for the Brisnet.com PPs.

Foal & Raised by BEAU LANE BLOODSTOCK/WOODLINE

                                                               
Sold by Bluegrass Thoroughbred Services, Inc.
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5:04p 3rd-SA, $56K, Msw, 2yo, 6 1/2fT
HR/TVG Donegal Racing picked up the well-bred ROCK SHANDY

(Lemon Drop Kid) for $290,000 at last year’s Keeneland
September sale, and the ridgling debuts in this spot for trainer
Peter Miller. The bay’s champion second dam Queena (Mr.
Prospector) produced GISW Brahms (Danzig), and is a full-
sister to GISW Chic Shirine. This is also the same family as
fellow Emory Hamilton-bred and MGISW Verrazano (More
Than Ready); and GISW turfer Somali Lemonade (Lemon
Drop Kid), among other top performers. Brisnet.com PPs.

                                                                     

TODAY’S INSIGHTS

Wednesday Night=s Results:
3rd-RPX, $28,000, Msw, 3,4,5yo, f/m, 6f, 1:10 2/5, ft.
BRIDARIA (f, 3, Harlan's Holiday--R Charlie's Angel
{SW, $211,288}, by Indian Charlie) completed the
trifecta in her track-and-trip debut Sept. 12 and was
hammered down to 2-5 favoritism to improve on that
performance. Battling for the lead through early splits of
:22.78 and :45.95, the dark bay finally turned back
that rival in mid-stretch and skipped clear to graduate
by four lengths. Light Striker (Afleet Alex) was the
runner-up. Sales history: $75,000 yrl '12 KEESEP.
Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-1, $19,661. Click for the
brisnet.com chart or VIDEO.
O-Wayne Sanders & Larry Hirsch. B-Hargus & Sandra
Sexton & Silve Fern Farm LLC (KY). T-W Bret Calhoun.

Yesterday=s Results:
8th-SAX, $60,750, Alw, Opt. Clm. ($62,500), 3yo/up,
f/m, 1mT, 1:34 3/5, fm.
WINNING RHYTHM (f, 4, Giant=s Causeway--Relaxing
Rhythm {GSW, $338,294}, by Easy Goer) kicked off
this term with a third going a furlong further over this
course May 30 and was pulled up next out at this
course and distance June 29. Returning to her winning
ways next out in a 1 1/16-mile optional claimer at Del
Mar July 26, the 5-2 second choice caboosed the field
all the way to the quarter-pole. Swinging out three wide
at the top of the lane, the chestnut charged past her
rivals to win by a head over Lady Asano (Teuflesberg),
with favored Hijra (Ire) (Oratorio {Ire}) a half-length
further back in third. The winner is a half to Spring
Waltz (Silver Charm), GSW, $402,335. Lifetime Record:
9-3-2-2, $161,500. Click for the brisnet.com chart or VIDEO.
O-Stronach Stables. B-Adena Springs (KY). T-Patrick 
Gallagher.

7th-SAX, $59,000, Alw, Opt. Clm. ($40,000), NW1$X,
3yo/up, f/m, 1 1/16m, 1:43 1/5, ft.
TASTE LIKE CANDY (f, 3, Candy Ride {Arg}--My
Success, by A.P. Indy) was tabbed a J  “TDN Rising
Star”  J after an impressive debut victory in October
of 2013 and had not seen the winner=s circle since, but
was second in both the 2013 GI Hollywood Starlet S.
and this term=s GII Santa Ynez S. Fourth in the GI Las
Virgenes S. Feb. 1 and sixth in the Santa Paula S. 
Apr. 11, she was a close second two back in a 
6 1/2-panel optional claimer on the Del Mar synthetic
Aug. 9. Third last time when trying turf in a one-mile
allowance at that venue Sept. 3, the bay was installed
as the 2-1 chalk in this return to the dirt. Keeping a
watchful eye on the leader from second through early
splits of :22.34 and :45.72, Taste Like Candy drew
even with the pacesetter turning for home. Skipping
clear in the lane, the bay held off a late bid from Fleet
of Gold (Medaglia d=Oro) to win by three-quarters of a
length. The winner=s dam is a half-sister to MGISW
multi-millionaire Affirmed Success (Affirmed); and also
hails from the family of GISWs Exbourne (Explodent)
and Expelled (Explodent). Sales history: $80,000 RNA
wnl >11 KEENOV; $50,000 yrl >12 KEESEP. Lifetime
Record: 8-2-3-1, $236,490. Click for the brisnet.com
chart or VIDEO.
O-Bad Boy Racing LLC & Whizway Farms. B-Robert &
Lawana Low (KY). T-Jerry Hollendorfer.

Lakerville Retired:
   Barry Abrams and Madeline Auerbach LLC=s Lakerville
(Unusual Heat--Foreverinthegame, by Out of Place) has
been retired from racing, and connections are in search
of a stallion home for the 6-year-old. AWe don=t know
where he=ll stand yet,@ Abrams said, adding, Ahopefully
in California.@ Bred in the Golden State by Abrams and
Team Green, Lakerville used a sensational turn of foot
to win four of his first five career starts and made some
history in a Del Mar allowance in July 2012, according
to his trainer. AHe=s still the fastest horse ever to run
the last quarter of a race in under 21 seconds,@ he
offered. AHe=s the only Thoroughbred to have ever done
that, at Del Mar on July 25, 2012. He ran the last three
furlongs in 32 seconds and the last quarter in 20 and
four [fifths].@ The nose runner-up in the Green Flash S.
in August 2012, Lakerville returned from 17 months on
the sidelines to win the Clockers Corner S. this past
January and was a close second in the GIII San Simeon
S. in his penultimate career start Apr. 13. A full-brother
to GSW Gervinho, Lakerville retires with five wins from
11 starts and earnings of $318,910. The horses= sire
Unusual Heat has been the leading stallion in the state
of California in each of the last six years.

                                                                                                        

                                                               

Did You Know?...
Cavorting (Bernardini) 

was tabbed as a 
J  “TDN Rising Star”  J

Visit the TDN Rising Stars section
on our website!
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Longtime TRF Retiree Native Ivory Dies:
   Native Ivory, a 30-year-old gelding who spent the last
14 years in retirement at the Thoroughbred Retirement
Foundation=s Second Chances Farm at the Blackburn
Correctional Facility, was put down at the farm Oct. 8
due to complications from colic. "It=s a little quiet in the
barn this morning." said farm manager Linda Dyer. "All
the men are very sad. They all helped with him

yesterday to try and save him,
but no one wanted to see him
suffer either. Some of the newer
guys, though not yet horsemen,
came to understand why we had
to put him to sleep. Ivory loved
people. He was a tough guy,
very smart and very trusting. He
was perfect for this program."
Native Ivory overcame much
adversity to make 117 starts,
finishing 44 times in the top
three. Successive illness and
injuries--founder, flipping over on
a walking machine, and losing
his tail in a starting gate

accident--never kept him away for too long. A year
after he lost his tail, an injury that most assumed would
keep him from racing, he was back on the racetrack.
Native Ivory was also reportedly a favorite among his
paddock mates in the alpha-horse field. His best friend
was Winter Storm and they were always next to each
other. Winter Storm who had one of the longest tails in
the herd stood side by side with Nate, swinging his tail
to be sure that Nate was cool and the flies didn't get to
him. Native Ivory=s caretakers will honor his memory at
Blackburn=s 15th Anniversary Celebration and Open
House Oct. 23. 

                                                               

Meadow Wins Inaugural Rippey Award:
Edited Press Release
   Longtime handicapper and author Barry Meadow has
secured the first-ever Ron Rippey Award for
Handicapping Media for his piece, AStatistics and
Garbage@, that appeared in the Horseplayers
Association of North America newsletter. Brisnet.com
will present Meadow with the Rippey Award and a
$1,000 cash prize at the National Turf Writers and
Broadcasters dinner on Wednesday, Oct. 29, at The
Derby in Arcadia, Calif. AMy goal in the article was to
help handicappers think about the statistics they
consider every day and encourage them to ask the right
questions,@ said Meadow, who is best known for his
AMoney Secrets at the Racetrack@ and as a horseplayer
advocate. AI=m delighted that articles aimed at players
now have their own separate category for recognition.
Sure, the game needs owners and breeders and trainers
and all the rest, but it=s great that pieces designed to
help handicappers will be honored as well.@ 

   Two entries received honorable mentions from judges
Steve Byk, Jessica Chapel, and Paul Rolfes: Byron King
for AWhich Trainers Produce with Horses 4-to-1 or Less@
that appeared in Daily Racing Form, and Nick Tammaro
for APace is Key in Jockey Club Gold Cup Showdown@
that appeared on ThoroughbredRacing.com. The
inaugural Ron Rippey Award for Handicapping Media
was open to any article, blog post, or video pertaining
to handicapping publishedCin print or onlineCin the past
year. Rippey won the 2006 National Handicapping
Championship, was a 10-time qualifier for the
prestigious annual event, and a beloved regular on the
contest circuit. He also wrote about racing and made
picks for the Newark Star-Ledger and contributed
Spotlight Selections to Brisnet.com for major race days.
Rippey died August 26.

First-crop starters to watch: Friday, October 10
Sire (Sire’s Sire), current farm, 2011 Fee, #foals of racing age/Winners/
BlackTypeWnrs * Race #-track, race type, distance, runner, odds (if available)
DESERT PARTY (Street Cry {Ire}), Sequel, $8K, 82/8/2
5-RP, Msw, 7 1/2fT, Killer Party, $20K RNA KEE NOV wnl, 12-1
DISCREETLY MINE (Mineshaft), Lanes End, $10K, 97/9/0
6-KEE, Alw, 6 1/2f, Lord Tyrion, $110K FTK HRA 2yo, 5-1
GRASSHOPPER (Dixie Union), Lane's End Texas, $4K, 25/3/0
5-RP, Msw, 7 1/2fT, +Duck Blind, $3K RNA TEX AUG yrl, 8-1
HOLD ME BACK (Giant's Causeway), Winstar, $6K, 78/7/1
1-MED, Msw, 1mT, +Hold Me Tight, $14K RNA KEE SEP yrl, 8-1
LOOKIN AT LUCKY (Smart Strike), Ashford Stud, $15K, 100/17/3
6-KEE, Alw, 6 1/2f, Conquest Bigluck E, 3-1
MARCHFIELD (A.P. Indy), 47/1/0
2-WO, Msw, 1 1/16m, Six Roads, $11K RNA CAN SEP yrl, 15-1
2-WO, Msw, 1 1/16m, Modus Operandi, 6-1
MIDSHIPMAN (Unbridled's Song), Darley, $8K, 67/10/1
9-BEL, Msw, 1 1/16m, Redbeard, $45K OBS APR 2yo, 30-1
MUNNINGS (Speightstown), Ashford Stud, $10K, 104/10/0
3-CT, Alw, 4 1/2f, Carolina Speed, $30K RNA OBS OPN 2yo, 2-1
QUALITY ROAD (Elusive Quality), Lane's End, $25K, 110/7/2
5-LRL, Msw, 5 1/2fT, +Quality Rose, $40K OBS OPN 2yo, 12-1
STREET MAGICIAN (Street Cry {Ire}), Heritage Stallions, $3K, 38/2/0
5-LRL, Msw, 5 1/2fT, Dancing Magician, $18K EAS SEP yrl, 6-1
SUPER SAVER (Maria's Mon), Winstar, $18K, 116/8/3
3-SA, Msw, 6 1/2f, +Financial, $60K OBS OPN 2yo, 8-1
TEMPLE CITY (Dynaformer), Spendthrift Farm, $5K, 88/6/2
8-KEE, Msw, 6 1/2f, Obsidian Splendor, $33K OBS OPN 2yo, 6-1
5-LRL, Msw, 5 1/2fT, +Miss Temple City, $10K RNA KEE JAN yrl, 5-1
5-RP, Msw, 7 1/2fT, Tagged, $15K OKC YRL yrl, 15-1
WARRIOR’S REWARD (Medaglia d'Oro), Spendthrift Farm, $13K, 104/10/1
5-LRL, Msw, 5 1/2fT, D K's Brigantia, $32K OBS APR 2yo, 6-1

INDUSTRY INFO

Native Ivory
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IN BRITAIN:
Algaith, c, 2, Dubawi (Ire). See ABritain.@

Wednesday=s Results:
4th-NOT, ,5,000, Mdn, 2yo, 8f 7yT, 1:52.16, gd.
KING BOLETE (IRE) (c, 2, Cape Cross {Ire}--Chanterelle
{Fr}, by Trempolino), slow to get the message when
sixth on debut over seven furlongs at Leicester Sept. 9,
was sent off the 11-4 second choice and raced keenly
behind the early leaders. Pushed along in early stretch,
the i225,000 ARQAUG yearling ground his way to the
front with a furlong remaining and held Felix de Vega
(Ire) (Lope de Vega {Ire}) to win by a neck. Lifetime
Record: 2-1-0-0, ,3,324. VIDEO, courtesy Racing UK.
O-Sheikh Mohammed Obaid Al Maktoum. B-Ship
Commodities International (IRE). T-Luca Cumani.

2nd-KMP, ,4,500, Mdn, 2yo, 7f (AWT), 1:26.66, ft.
ALGAITH (c, 2, Dubawi {Ire}--Atayeb, by Rahy), eighth
when favored on his racecourse bow at Newmarket
Sept. 26, took a fierce hold in second early tracking
Gold Will (Ire) (Invincible Spirit {Ire}). Getting the better
of that rival approaching the furlong pole, the 9-4
favorite asserted to score by 1 3/4 lengths. Lifetime
Record: 2-1-0-0, ,2,911. VIDEO, courtesy Racing UK.
O-Sheikh Hamdan bin Rashid Al Maktoum. B-Shadwell
Farm LLC. T-Barry Hills.

3rd-KMP, ,4,500, Mdn, 2yo, 7f (AWT), 1:25.72, ft.
+CONVEY (GB) (c, 2, Dansili {GB}--Insinuate {SW-
Eng}, by Mr. Prospector), sent off the strongly
supported 4-6 crowd=s choice, broke well from his
inside post and tracked the leading trio traveling
strongly under cover. Full of run when angled wide with
a quarter mile remaining, the homebred was shaken up
to take control with just over a furlong to race and
settled the issue instantly before being geared down to
register an impressive five-length success from King To
Be (Ire) (Myboycharlie {Ire}). The winner is a three-parts
brother to Stronghold (GB) (Danehill), GSW-Eng,
$211,597. Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, ,2,911. VIDEO,
courtesy Racing UK.
O-Khalid Abdullah. B-Juddmonte Farms Ltd (GB). 
T-Sir Michael Stoute.

4th-KMP, ,4,000, Mdn, 3-5yo, 11f (AWT), 2:20.46, ft.
FAIR SHARE (GB) (c, 3, Rail Link {GB}--Quota {GB}
{SP-Eng}, by Rainbow Quest), who finished strongly
when runner-up on his only start over a mile at Lingfield
in November, was held up early with one behind. Driven
in early stretch, the 9-4 second choice picked up when
sent between rivals and inhaled Panatella (GB)
(Medicean {GB}) in the last 50 yards for an ultimately
snug 3/4-of-a-length success. Lifetime Record: 2-1-1-0,
,3,493. VIDEO, courtesy Racing UK.
O-Khalid Abdullah. B-Juddmonte Farms Ltd (GB).
T-Lady Cecil.

Friday, Dundalk, post time: 7:10 p.m.
IRISH STALLION FARMS EBF STAR APPEAL S.-Listed, €47,500,
2yo, 7f (AWT)
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 1 Bertie Le Belge (Ire) Big Bad Bob (Ire) Keane Lyons
2 6 Smuggler's Cove (Ire) Fastnet Rock (Aus) J O'Brien A O'Brien
3 2 Bleu Ciel et Rouge (Ire) Manduro (Ger) Smullen Weld
4 3 Fields of May (Ire) Intense Focus Manning Bolger
5 5 Leading Actress (Ire) Makfi (GB) Lordan McCreery
6 4 Orcia (Ire) Shamardal Foley Halford
All carry 124 pounds bar Bertie Le Belge & Smuggler's Cove, 129.

Wednesday=s Results:
4th-NAV, i14,500, Mdn, 2yo, f, 8fT, 1:44.06, yl.
BOCCA BACIATA (IRE) (f, 2, Big Bad Bob {Ire}--Sovana
{Ire} {GSP-Fr}, by Desert King {Ire}), off as the 9-4
pick as a result of her latest third behind two black-type
fillies over seven furlongs at Leopardstown Sept. 13,
raced in fifth early after overcoming her wide draw.
Driven to the lead approaching the furlong pole, the
i230,000 GOFORB yearling asserted to score by two
lengths from Easter (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}). That Ballydoyle
debutante, who is a daughter of the 2007 G1 Prix
d'Astarte runner-up Missvinski (Stravinsky), stayed on
from mid-division up the straight for an encouraging
effort. The winner is a half-sister to Topeka (Ire)
(Whipper), GSW & G1SP-Fr, $211,994. Lifetime
Record: 3-1-0-1, i13,830. VIDEO, courtesy attheraces.com.
O-Flaxman Stables Ireland Ltd. B-Citadel Stud (IRE). 
T-Jessica Harrington.

5th-NAV, i14,500, Mdn, 2yo, c/g, 8fT, 1:46.16, yl.
MOHAAYED (GB) (c, 2, Intikhab--Reyaada {GB}, by
Daylami {Ire}), fifth on debut over seven furlongs at
Leopardstown July 17, traveled strongly trapped wide
early three lengths off the pace. Driven to lead
approaching the furlong pole, the 20-1 chance drew
away to score by 4 1/2 lengths from Jinsha Lake (Ire)
(Galileo {Ire}). Giovanni Canaletto (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}),
the full-brother to Ruler of the World (Ire) and half to
Duke of Marmalade (Ire) (Danehill), was sent off the 8-
11 favorite, but after missing the kick, was always
playing catch-up and stayed on into third, 1 1/2 lengths
further behind. Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-0, i10,005.
VIDEO, courtesy attheraces.com.
O-Sheikh Hamdan bin Rashid Al Maktoum. B-Shadwell
Estate Company Limited (GB). T-Kevin Prendergast. 

                                                           

Visit the TDN Q&A archive
for a series of in-depth

one-on-one interviews with
interesting figures in the

industry.
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B R E E D E R S’  E D I T I O N
AMERICA

Ireland Report cont.

8th-NAV, i12,500, Mdn, 3yo, 10fT, 2:10.67, yl.
FELIX MENDELSSOHN (IRE) (c, 3, Galileo {Ire}--Ice
Queen {Ire} {GSW & G1SP-Ire, $287,280}, by Danehill
Dancer {Ire}), not seen since finishing fourth over 
12 furlongs on debut at Leopardstown May 11, was
covered up early behind the leading group. Delivered
wide in the straight under hand riding, the 11-10
favorite wore down Ceylon (Ire) (Authorized {Ire}) in the
final 50 yards to score by 1 1/4 lengths. Lifetime
Record: 2-1-0-0, i9,250. VIDEO, courtesy
attheraces.com.
O-Mrs John Magnier & Michael Tabor & Derrick Smith.
B-Ice Queen Syndicate (IRE). T-Aidan O=Brien.

Yesterday=s Results:
PRIX DAHLIA - FONDS EUROPEEN DE
L=ELEVAGE-Listed, i48,000, STC, 10-9, 4yo/up, f/m,
10fT, 2:09.73, sf.
1--SPARKLING BEAM (IRE), 122, f, 4, Nayef--Pearl
   Dance (G1SP-Ire & GSP-Eng), by Nureyev. 
   O/B-George Strawbridge; T-Jonathan Pease; J-Thierry
   Jarnet; i24,000. Lifetime Record: GSW-Fr, 16 starts,
   5 wins, 8 places, i203,938. *1/2 to Rainbow
   Springs (GB) (Selkirk), G1SP-Fr.
2--Dalayna (Fr), 122, f, 4, Anabaa--Daltaiyma (Ire), by
   Doyoun (Ire). O-His Highness The Aga Khan. i9,600.
3--Fate (Fr), 122, m, 5, Teofilo (Ire)--Specificity, by
   Alleged. O-Fair Salinia Ltd. i7,200.
Margins: HF, 3/4, 3. Odds: 3.40, 4.60, 4.20. Click for
the Racing Post result. Equidia VIDEO.
   Having won the nine-furlong G3 Prix Chloe at
Chantilly last June, Sparkling Beam ran second to
Tasaday (Nayef) in the G3 Prix de Psyche and G2 Prix
de la Nonette over this trip at Deauville in July and
August. Off the boil on her next two starts, the
homebred was revived by a confidence-boosting
Longchamp conditions success over a mile July 5
before finishing runner-up to the subsequent G1 Prix
Vermeille winner Baltic Baroness (Ger) (Shamardal) in
the Listed Prix de la Pepiniere at Maisons-Laffitte July
20. Only eighth in Arlington=s GI Beverly D. S. over a
half-furlong shorter when last seen Aug. 16, the bay
came back down a few rungs and found her comfort
zone again with a deserved second black-type score.
Reserved towards rear early, Sparkling Beam was sent
forward as the field crossed to the stand=s side at the
top of the stretch and was able to hold her ground
against the hedge. Leading approaching the furlong
pole, she was tackled by Dalayna in the drive to the line
but ground it out gamely to prevail.

1st-STC, i25,000, Mdn, 2yo, 7fT, 1:28.95, sf.
PROJECTED (GB) (c, 2, Showcasing {GB}--Deliberate
{GB}, by King=s Best) bettered a Sept. 1 debut seventh
at Longchamp with a runner-up finish going a mile here
last time Sept. 15, and assumed control after the initial
strides of this one. Leading the field wide into the
straight, the 31-10 second favorite was stoked up
approaching the two pole and kept on strongly under
mild urging in the closing stages to score by three
lengths from Realisator (Fr) (Mr. Sidney). The homebred
becomes the 23rd winner for his freshman sire (by
Oasis Dream {GB}). Lifetime Record: 3 starts, 1 win, 
1 place, i18,300. Click for Equidia VIDEO.
O-Khalid Abdullah. B-Juddmonte Farms Ltd (GB).
T-Andre Fabre.

2.20 Chantilly, Debutantes, €25,000, 2yo, f, 8fT
STARS AND CLOUDS (IRE) (Makfi {GB}) makes her debut for
Yolande Seydoux de Clausonne and Eric Puerari, who paid €360,000 at
the Arqana August Yearling Sale for this half-sister to the multiple Group
1 winner Moonlight Cloud (GB) (Invincible Spirit {Ire}). Among the
opponents to the Freddy Head trainee are Khalid Abdullah’s Across the
Floor (GB) (Oasis Dream {GB}), an Andre Fabre-trained half-sister to
last year’s G1 Grand Prix de Paris hero and Sunday’s Arc runner-up
Flintshire (GB) (Dansili {GB}) and the Wertheimers’ Pickaway (Ire)
(Pivotal {GB}), a full-sister to the top-level performer Salto (Ire) and half
to the dual graded-stakes winner Silent Name (Jpn) (Sunday Silence)
from the Carlos Laffon-Parias yard.

ALLOWANCE RESULTS:
9th-GPW, $40,000, 10-8, Opt. Clm. ($50,000), NW3L,
3yo/up, f/m, 6 1/2f, 1:18, ft.
FLUTTERBY (f, 3, Congrats--Zoobie, by First and Only)
Lifetime Record: SW, 12-3-1-1, $100,275. O/B-The
Jerome G Bozzo Trust (FL). T-Jerry Bozzo. *1/2 to
Zoobstick (Groomstick), MSW, $164,663.

8th-RPX, $38,250, 10-8, NW1X, (S), 3yo/up, f/m, 7
1/2fT, 1:32 1/5, fm.
HE SIPS BOURBON (f, 4, Burbank--He Sits He Sips, by
Robin Des Pins) Lifetime Record: 19-3-4-3, $78,444.
O-High Hopes Thoroughbreds Inc. B-Ron Blalock (OK).
T-Joe S Offolter. 

6th-IND, $36,000, NW1X, (S), 3yo/up, f/m, 6f, 1:11,
gd.
GRAND TUITION (f, 3, Caiman--Gild the Lily, by Gilded
Time) Lifetime Record: 6-2-1-1, $46,240. O-Cindy
Patrick. B-Cheyanna Patrick (IN). T-R Gary Patrick. *1/2
to Omega Girl (Omega Code), MSP, $158,656.
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B R E E D E R S’  E D I T I O N
EUROPE

Breeders= Edition America cont.

9th-GPW, $35,800, C, 3yo/up, f/m, 1 1/16mT, 
1:44 1/5, fm.
THE BLONDE PEQUE (f, 4, Giant=s Causeway--Put
Away the Halo {SW, $186,952}, by Put It Back)
Lifetime Record: 7-2-1-3, $102,585. O-Grupo 7C
Racing Stable. B-Hopewell Investments LLC & Peter
Bradley (KY). T-Gustavo Delgado. *$80,000 yrl '11 KEESEP.

6th-PEN, $34,220, 10-8, NW1X, 3yo/up, 1m, 1:38 3/5, ft.
ATHELSTANE (g, 3, Bluegrass Cat--My Girlie {SW,
$170,801}, by Pioneering) Lifetime Record: 9-3-1-2,
$86,750. O-Ivy Dell Stud. B-Russell B Jones Jr (PA).
T-Patrick J Graham. *$70,000 yrl '12 FTMOCT.

7th-IND, $34,000, Opt. Clm. ($25,000), NW1X,
3yo/up, f/m, 1 1/16m (off turf), 1:44 2/5, gd.
RAGING ATLANTIC (f, 3, Stormy Atlantic--Angel
Trumpet {MSW & GSP, $297,589}, by Cape Canaveral)
Lifetime Record: 10-2-1-4, $67,155. O-Cardinal Stables.
B-St George Farm LLC (KY). T-Thomas M Amoss.
*$140,000 yrl '12 KEESEP. **1/2 to Black Bear
(Midnight Lute), MSP, $187,603.

6th-DEL, $31,625, NW1X, 3yo/up, f/m, 1m70yT, 
1:41 2/5, gd.
BIKINI BEAUTY (f, 3, Bernardini--Beautyandthebeast
{GB} {MSW & GSP-US & SW-Eng, $279,467}, by
Machiavellian) Lifetime Record: 7-2-0-1, $76,083.
O/B-Neil Jones (KY). T-Christophe Clement. 

7th-CTX, $27,000, 10-8, NW1X, 3yo/up, 7f, 1:26 2/5, ft.
DR. DREW (g, 4, Purge--Wise Love, by Dixieland Band)
Lifetime Record: 15-4-1-2, $79,986. O-King Star &
Goodeal Stable. B-Michael P Cataneo (KY). T-Juan C
Vazquez. 

8th-ALB, $24,300, 10-8, NW2L, (S), 3yo/up, 6f, 
1:09 2/5, ft.
TORNILLO (g, 3, Diabolical--Songs Say So Much, by
Yankee Gentleman) Lifetime Record: 12-2-3-2,
$36,665. O/B-Diana Bringhurst (NM). T-J Owen
Bringhurst. 

7th-MNR, $22,800, 10-8, NW3L, 3yo/up, 6f, 1:10 4/5, ft.
ATLANTIC BULL (g, 6, Stormy Atlantic--Emptythetill, by
Holy Bull) Lifetime Record: SP, 20-3-8-2, $118,447.
O-Just For Fun Stable LLC. B-Gulf Coast Farms, LLC
(KY). T-Terry J Crago. *$80,000 yrl '09 KEESEP. **1/2
to Conveyance (Indian Charlie), MGSW-US & GSP-UAE,
$485,400.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:
Afleet in Time, c, 2, Afleet Express--Hot Time, by
   Gilded Time. SAX, 10-9, (C), 1m, 1:39 1/5. B-Lee
   & Mary McMillin (KY). *$22,000 yrl '13 KEESEP;
   $20,000 RNA 2yo >14 OBSAPR; $17,000 RNA 2yo
   >14 OBSJUN. **1/2 to Kwik (Jump Start), SW,
   $167,759. ***Third winner for freshman sire (by
   Afleet Alex).

Pankhurst, f, 2, Artie Schiller--Mama's Pro (MSW &
   MGSP, $435,802), by Proper Reality. WOX, 10-8,
   (C), 6f (AWT), 1:10 4/5. B-Jean Cravens (KY).
   *$47,000 yrl '13 FTKOCT; $55,000 RNA 2yo >14
   OBSAPR. **1/2 to Pro Prado (El Prado {Ire}), SW &
   GSP, $397,514.
King Thief, g, 2, Birdstone--Queen Thief, by Cat Thief.
   KEE, 10-9, (C), 6 1/2f, 1:17 4/5. B-Marylou Whitney
   Stables LLC (KY).
+Ackeret, r, 2, Mach Ride--Lady Zieg, by Touch Gold.
   BEL, 10-9, (C), 6 1/2f, 1:18 1/5. B-Rustlewood Farm,
   Inc (FL). *$53,000 2yo >14 OBSJUN. **First winner
   for freshman sire (by Pentelicus).
Like a Charm, f, 2, Quality Road--Gaston A. (SW), by
   Concorde's Tune. GPW, 10-9, (S), 5f, 1:00 3/5.
   B-BPN (FL). *$25,000 RNA wlng '12 KEENOV;
   $90,000 yrl '13 OBSAUG; $37,000 RNA 2yo >14
   BESMAR; $40,000 2yo >14 FTMMAY. *Eighth winner
   for freshman sire (by Elusive Quality).
Teri's Big Heart, f, 2, Scat Daddy--Miss M V P, by
   Grand Slam. GPW, 10-8, 7 1/2fT, 1:33. B-Mr & Mrs
   Richard S Kaster (KY). *$27,000 RNA yrl '13
   KEESEP.
Take Back Spring, f, 2, Spring At Last--Repo (MSW,
   $208,552), by In Excess (Ire). SAX, 10-9, (S), 1m,
   1:39. B-Reddam Racing LLC (CA). *SP.
+Cuppa Mocha Mojo, f, 3, Mikimoto's Mojo--Front of
   Class, by Robyn Dancer. CTX, 10-8, (S), 4 1/2f, :52.
   B-Terri T Catlett (WV).
Mr. Bobby B, g, 3, Devil His Due--You're a Monkey, by
   Known Fact. HAW, 10-9, 6f, 1:11 2/5. B-Michael
   Paciera (LA).
Quiet Country, g, 3, Silent Name (Jpn)--At a Country,
   by Atticus. WOX, 10-8, (S), 1 3/16m (AWT), 1:58
   1/5. B-Ralph W Shepherd (ON).
Chang's Secret, g, 4, Utopia (Jpn)--Sweet Hot Pepper
   (SP), by World Appeal. BEL, 10-9, (S), (C), 6fT, 1:10
   1/5. B-McMahon of Saratoga Thoroughbreds LLC
   (NY). *$7,000 RNA 2yo >12 OBSJUN. **1/2 to Mrs.
   M, B, F, (Mecke), GSP, $182,677.

HANDICAP RESULTS:
3rd-STC, i70,000, 10-9, 3yo/up, 10 1/2fT, 2:15.21, sf.
ESLES (FR) (g, 6, Motivator {GB}--Resquilleuse, by
Dehere) Lifetime Record: 22 starts, 9 wins, 10 places,
i167,080. O-Mme Georgina Cabrero. B-Janus
Bloodstock Inc (Fr). T-Carlos Laffon-Parias. *i60,000
yrl >09 ARQOCT. **1/2 to Flash Dance (Ire) (Zamindar),
SW-Ger & MSP-Fr, $150,741.

CONDITIONS RESULTS:
6th-KMP, ,15,000, 10-8, 3yo/up, 6f (AWT), 1:11, ft.
HALLELUJAH (GB) (m, 6, Avonbridge {GB}--My Golly
{GB}, by Mozart {Ire}) Lifetime Record: SW & GSP-Eng,
17-6-1-3, ,78,725. O-CLS (Chippenham) Limited.
B-Chippenham Lodge Stud (GB). T-James Fanshawe.
*55,000gns HRA >13 TATDEC.
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From the Gary and mary West
ColleCtion at hill ‘n’ dale

$7,500 payable out of proceeds or by 12/31/17

(859) 255-8290 • www.hillndalefarms.com

A TeAm WesT TrifecTA sTAllion
If you breed to Flashback, New Year’s Day and Power Broker in 2015, 
the stud fee is $5,000 each - payable out of proceeds or by 12/31/17.

TeAm WesT GuArAnTee Applies
From sales proceeds, the first $7,500 going to breeders for weanling 
sales and the first $15,000 going to breeders for yearling sales.

TapiT’s brillianT Grade 2-winninG 
son Flashback is a Full-broTher To 
MulTiple Grade 1 winner ZaZu,
who sold For $2,100,000

Zazu (G1) 

flashback shown winning the
robert B. lewis stakes (G2)

Zazu, winner of the 
Las Virgenes (G1) and Lady’s Secret (G1)

We invite you to see flashback 
while in town for the october sale

http://previewhosting.com/westcollection/flashback.html
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UPCOMING MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN STAKES
 Date Race Track
Oct. 11 GI Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup KEE

GIII Knickerbocker S. BEL
Oct. 12 GIII Athenia S. BEL
Oct. 16 GIII Sycamore S. KEE
Oct. 17 GIII Valley View S. KEE
Oct. 18 GII Raven Run S. KEE
Oct. 19 GI E.P. Taylor S. WO

GI Canadian International WO
GII Nearctic S. WO
GIII Ontario Fashion S. WO

Oct. 25 GII Fayette S. KEE
GIII Bold Ruler H. BEL
GIII Autumn Miss S. SA

Oct. 26 GIII Turnback the Alarm H. BEL
Oct. 31 GI Breeders’ Cup Dirt Mile SA

GI Breeders’ Cup Distaff SA
GI Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf SA
GI Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies Turf SA
GII Marathon S. SA
GII Twilight Derby SA

Nov. 1 GI Breeders’ Cup Classic SA
GI Breeders’ Cup Juvenile SA
GI Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies SA
GI Breeders’ Cup Mile SA
GI Breeders’ Cup Turf SA
GI Breeders’ Cup Filly/Mare Sprint SA
GI Breeders’ Cup Filly/Mare Turf SA
GI Breeders’ Cup Sprint SA
GI Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint SA
GII Chilukki S. CD
GIII Discovery H. AQU
GIII Senator Ken Maddy S. SA
GIII Maple Leaf S. WO

Breeders= Edition Europe cont.

5th-WOL, ,7,500, 10-9, 3yo/up, 8f 141y (AWT), 
1:49 2/5, ft.
COMPLICIT (IRE) (c, 3, Captain Rio {GB}--Molomo {GB}
{Hwt. Older Mare-Ire at 9.5-11f, MGSP-Ire}, by
Barathea {Ire}) Lifetime Record: GSP-Eng & SP-Fr, 11-
4-1-2, ,49,992. O-T A Rahman. B-Barouche Stud
Ireland Ltd (IRE). T-Paul Cole. *21,000gns yrl >12
TATOCT. **1/2 to Rainfall (Ire) (Oasis Dream {GB}),
GSW & MG1SP-Eng, $164,487.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:
Luna Mission (Ire), f, 2, Acclamation (GB)--Bowness
   (GB) (SP-Eng), by Efisio (GB). WOL, 10-9, 5f 216y
   (AWT), 1:14 4/5. B-Yeomanstown Stud (IRE).
Royal Regent (GB), g, 2, Urgent Request (Ire)--Royal
   Citadel (Ire), by City on a Hill. AYR, 10-9, 8fT, 
   1:47 4/5. B-Mr Steve Dick (GB).
+Pollination (Ire), g, 3, Bushranger (Ire)--Lilium (GB)
   (MSW & GSP-Eng), by Nashwan. WOL, 10-9, 7f 32y
   (AWT), 1:30. B-Ringfort Stud & Tally Ho Stud.
   *i42,000 wnlg >11 GOFNOV; i125,000 yrl >12
   GOFORB. 
Strawberry Martini (GB), f, 3, Mount Nelson (GB)--
   Strawberry Lolly (GB), by Lomitas (GB). WOL, 10-9,
   12f 50y (AWT), 2:40 2/5. B-Newsells Park Stud (GB).
   *19,000gns wnlg >11 TATDEC; 10,000gns yrl >12
   TATOCT.
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